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Resumen

La Enerǵıa eléctrica producida mediante tecnoloǵıa eólica flotante es uno de los recursos

más prometedores para reducir la dependencia de enerǵıa proveniente de combustibles

fósiles. Esta tecnoloǵıa es de especial interés en páıses como España, donde la plataforma

continental es estrecha y existen pocas áreas para el desarrollo de estructuras fijas.

Entre los diferentes conceptos flotantes, esta tesis se ha ocupado de la tipoloǵıa semi-

sumergible. Estas plataformas pueden experimentar movimientos resonantes en largada

y arfada. En largada, dado que el periodo de resonancia es largo estos puede ser induci-

dos por efectos de segundo orden de deriva lenta que pueden tener una influencia muy

significativa en las cargas en los fondeos. En arfada las fuerzas de primer orden pueden

inducir grandes movimientos y por tanto la correcta determinación del amortiguamiento

es esencial para la analizar la operatividad de la plataforma.

Esta tesis ha investigado estos dos efectos, para ello se ha usado como caso base el

diseño de una plataforma desarrollada en el proyecto Europeo Hiprwind. La plataforma se

compone de 3 columnas ciĺındricas unidas mediante montantes estructurales horizontales

y diagonales, Los cilindros proporcionan flotabilidad y momentos adrizante. A la base

de cada columna se le ha añadido un gran “Heave Plate” o placa de cierre. El diseño es

similar a otros diseños previos (Windfloat).

Se ha fabricado un modelo a escala de una de las columnas para el estudio detallado

del amortiguamiento mediante oscilaciones forzadas. Las dimensiones del modelo (1m

diámetro en la placa de cierre) lo hacen, de los conocidos por el candidato, el mayor

para el que se han publicado datos. El diseño del cilindro se ha realizado de tal manera

que permite la fijación de placas de cierre planas o con refuerzo, ambos modelos se han

fabricado y analizado. El modelo con refuerzos es una reproducción exacta del diseño a

escala real incluyendo detalles distintivos del mismo, siendo el más importante la placa

vertical perimetral.
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Los ensayos de oscilaciones forzadas se han realizado para un rango de frecuencias,

tanto para el disco plano como el reforzado. Se han medido las fuerzas durante los

ensayos y se han calculado los coeficientes de amortiguamiento y de masa añadida. Estos

coeficientes son necesarios para el cálculo del fondeo mediante simulaciones en el dominio

del tiempo. Los coeficientes calculados se han comparado con la literatura existente, con

cálculos potenciales y por ultimo con cálculos CFD.

Para disponer de información relevante para el diseño estructural de la plataforma se

han medido y analizado experimentalmente las presiones en la parte superior e inferior

de cada placa de cierre.

Para la correcta estimación numérica de las fuerzas de deriva lenta en la plataforma

se ha realizado una campaña experimental que incluye ensayos con modelo cautivo de la

plataforma completa en olas bicromaticas. Pese a que estos experimentos no reproducen

un escenario de oleaje realista, los mismos permiten una verificación del modelo numérico

mediante la comparación de fuerzas medidas en el modelo f́ısico y el numérico.

Como resultados de esta tesis podemos enumerar las siguientes conclusiones.

1. El amortiguamiento y la masa añadida muestran una pequeña dependencia con

la frecuencia pero una gran dependencia con la amplitud del movimiento. siendo

coherente con investigaciones existentes.

2. Las medidas con la placa de cierre reforzada con cierre vertical en el borde, muestra

un amortiguamiento significativamente menor comparada con la placa plana. Esto

implica que para ensayos de canal es necesario incluir estos detalles en el modelo.

3. La masa añadida no muestra grandes variaciones comparando placa plana y placa

con refuerzos.

4. Un coeficiente de amortiguamiento del 6% del cŕıtico se puede considerar conser-

vador para el cálculo en el dominio de la frecuencia. Este amortiguamiento es

equivalente a un coeficiente de “drag” de 4 en elementos de Morison cuadráticos en

las placas de cierre usadas en simulaciones en el dominio del tiempo.

5. Se han encontrado discrepancias en algunos valores de masa añadida y amortigua-

miento de la placa plana al comparar con datos publicados. Se han propuesto

algunas explicaciones basadas en las diferencias en la relación de espesores, en la

distancia a la superficie libre y también relacionadas con efectos de escala.
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6. La presión en la placa con refuerzos son similares a las de la placa plana, excepto en

la zona del borde donde la placa con refuerzo vertical induce una gran diferencias

de presiones entre la cara superior e inferior.

7. La máxima diferencia de presión escala coherentemente con la fuerza equivalente a

la aceleración de la masa añadida distribuida sobre la placa.

8. Las masas añadidas calculadas con el código potencial (WADAM) no son suficien-

temente precisas, Este software no contempla el modelado de placas de pequeño

espesor con dipolos, la poca precisión de los resultados aumenta la importancia de

este tipo de elementos al realizar simulaciones con códigos potenciales para este tipo

de plataformas que incluyen elementos de poco espesor.

9. Respecto al código CFD (Ansys CFX) la precisión de los cálculos es razonable para

la placa plana, esta precisión disminuye para la placa con refuerzo vertical en el

borde, como era de esperar dado la mayor complejidad del flujo.

10. Respecto al segundo orden, los resultados, en general, muestran que, aunque la ten-

dencia en las fuerzas de segundo orden se captura bien con los códigos numéricos,

se observan algunas reducciones en comparación con los datos experimentales. Las

diferencias entre simulaciones y datos experimentales son mayores al usar la aproxi-

mación de Newman, que usa únicamente resultados de primer orden para el cálculo

de las fuerzas de deriva media.

11. Es importante remarcar que las tendencias observadas en los resultados con mo-

delo fijo cambiarn cuando el modelo este libre, el impacto que los errores en las

estimaciones de fuerzas segundo orden tienen en el sistema de fondeo dependen de

las condiciones ambientales que imponen las cargas ultimas en dichas ĺıneas. En

cualquier caso los resultados que se han obtenido en esta investigación confirman

que es necesaria y deseable una detallada investigación de los métodos usados en la

estimación de las fuerzas no lineales en las turbinas flotantes para que pueda servir

de gúıa en futuros diseños de estos sistemas.

Finalmente, el candidato espera que esta investigación pueda beneficiar a la industria

eólica offshore en mejorar el diseño hidrodinámico del concepto semisumergible.
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Abstract

Electrical power obtained from floating offshore wind turbines is one of the promising

resources which can reduce the fossil fuel energy consumption and cover worldwide energy

demands. The concept is the most competitive in countries, such as Spain, where the

continental shelf is narrow and does not provide space for fixed structures.

Among the different floating structures concepts, this thesis has dealt with the semi-

submersible one. Platforms of this kind may experience resonant motions both in surge

and heave directions. In surge, since the platform natural period is long, such resonance

can be excited with second order slow drift forces and may have substantial influence on

mooring loads. In heave, first order forces can induce significant motion, whose damping

is a crucial factor for the platform downtime.

These two topics have been investigated in this thesis. To this aim, a design developed

during HiPRWind EU project, has been selected as reference case study. The platform

is composed of three cylindrical legs, linked together by a set of structural braces. The

cylinders provide buoyancy and restoring forces and moments. Large circular heave plates

have been attached to their bases. The design is similar to other documented in literature

(e.g. Windfloat), which implies outcomes could have a general value.

A large scale model of one of the legs has been built in order to study heave damping

through forced oscillations. The final dimensions of the specimen (one meter diameter

discs) make it, to the candidate’s knowledge, the largest for which data has been published.

The model design allows for the fitting of either a plain solid heave plate or a flapped

reinforced one; both have been built. The latter is a model scale reproduction of the

prototype heave plate and includes some distinctive features, the most important being

the inclusion of a vertical flap on its perimeter.

The forced oscillation tests have been conducted for a range of frequencies and am-

plitudes, with both the solid plain model and the vertical flap one. Forces have been

11
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measured, from which added mass and damping coefficients have been obtained. These

are necessary to accurately compute time-domain simulations of mooring design. The

coefficients have been compared with literature, and potential flow and CFD predictions.

In order to provide information for the structural design of the platform, pressure

measurements on the top and bottom side of the heave discs have been recorded and

pressure differences analyzed.

In addition, in order to conduct a detailed investigation on the numerical estimations

of the slow-drift forces of the HiPRWind platform, an experimental campaign involving

captive (fixed) model tests of a model of the whole platform in bichromatic waves has been

carried out. Although not reproducing the more realistic scenario, these tests allowed a

preliminary verification of the numerical model based directly on the forces measured on

the structure.

The following outcomes can be enumerated:

1. Damping and added mass coefficients show, on one hand, a small dependence with

frequency and, on the other hand, a large dependence with the motion amplitude,

which is coherent with previously published research.

2. Measurements with the prototype plate, equipped with the vertical flap, show that

damping drops significantly when comparing this to the plain one. This implies

that, for tank tests of the whole floater and turbine, the prototype plate, equipped

with the flap, should be incorporated to the model.

3. Added mass values do not suffer large alterations when comparing the plain plate

and the one equipped with a vertical flap.

4. A conservative damping coefficient equal to 6% of the critical damping can be con-

sidered adequate for the prototype heave plate for frequency domain analysis. A

corresponding drag coefficient equal to 4.0 can be used in time domain simulations

to define Morison elements.

5. When comparing to published data, some discrepancies in added mass and damp-

ing coefficients for the solid plain plate have been found. Explanations have been

suggested, focusing mainly on differences in thickness ratio and distance to the free

surface, and eventual scale effects.
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6. Pressures on the plate equipped with the vertical flap are similar in magnitude to

those of the plain plate, even though substantial differences are present close to the

edge, where the flap induces a larger pressure difference in the reinforced case.

7. The maximum pressure difference scales coherently with the force equivalent to the

acceleration of the added mass, distributed over the disc surface.

8. Added mass coefficient values predicted with the potential solver (WADAM) are

not accurate enough. The used solver does not contemplate modeling thin plates

with doublets. The relatively low accuracy of the results highlights the importance

of these elements when performing potential flow simulations of offshore platforms

which include thin plates.

9. For the full CFD solver (Ansys CFX), the accuracy of the computations is found

reasonable for the plain plate. Such accuracy diminishes for the disc equipped with

a vertical flap, an expected result considering the greater complexity of the flow.

10. In regards to second order effects, in general, the results showed that, although

the main trend in the behavior of the second-order forces is well captured by the

numerical predictions, some under prediction of the experimental values is visible.

The gap between experimental and numerical results is more pronounced when

Newman’s approximation is considered, making use exclusively of the mean drift

forces calculated in the first-order solution.

11. It should be observed that the trends observed in the fixed model test may change

when the body is free to float, and the impact that eventual errors in the estimation

of the second-order forces may have on the mooring system depends on the char-

acteristics of the sea conditions that will ultimately impose the maximum loads on

the mooring lines. Nevertheless, the preliminary results obtained in this research do

confirm that a more detailed investigation of the methods adopted for the estima-

tion of the nonlinear wave forces on the FOWT would be welcome and may provide

some further guidance for the design of such systems.

As a final remark, the candidate hopes this research can benefit the offshore wind industry

in improving the hydrodynamic design of the semi-submersible concept.
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Notation

Symbol Name Unit
A Amplitude of oscillation m
Aw Water plane area m2

A33 Heave added mass kg
B33 Heave damping N/(m/s)
Ca Non-dimension heave added mass
Cb Non-dimension heave damping
Dc Diameter of cylinder m
Dd Diameter of heave plate m
f Frequency of oscillation Hz
F , Fhydro Hydrodynamic force N
Fhydro,0 Magnitudes of the first harmonic component in the force N
g Acceleration of gravity m/s2

h Heave plate submergence m
K33 Restoring force in Heave N/m
KC Keulegan-Carpenter number
m, M Mass of the structure kg
Ma Theoretical added mass in unbounded fluid kg
rd Radius of heave plate m
Re Reynolds number
Tp Peak period s
T33 Natural heave period s
Tosc Oscillation period of the Heave Plate s
z Heave displacement m
β Frequency parameter
∆t Time step s
∆x, ∆z Minimum mesh spacing m
ν Viscosity of the fluid m2/s
ωosc Angular frequency of oscillation rad s−1
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 History tips

Offshore technology has been for decades intimately linked to the oil&gas sector, becoming

one its most dynamic branches.

Offshore drilling for oil began off the coast of Santa Barbara, California, in 1896.

Rows of wooden piers were built extending from the shoreline (see Fig. 1.1). Using the

same inland techniques, the field’s first oil started in 1902, and the wells were abandoned

several years later. The project left behind a beach polluted with oil and with rests of

rotting woods, which stayed there until a strong storm removed them around 1942 (a

good reference for the sector history is (Leffler et al., 2003)).

In 1947, Kerr-McGee Oil Industries drilled the first productive well outside the sight

of land, located 20 km off the Louisiana coast, but still in water depths of only about 6 m

(Fig. 1.2). Increasingly, firms chose steel over wooden drilling structures, recognizing the

metal’s greater structural integrity for rigs and its lower costs over the life of the well.

By the early 1960s, development of ship-shaped rigs and semi-submersible platforms,

whose hydrodynamics, in the context of the offshore wind industry, is the central topic of

this thesis, had extended the offshore industry’s water depth drilling capability to nearly

350m. In 1988 the company Royal Dutch Shell installed a jacket platform in a water

depth of 411m in the Bullwinkle field, Gulf of Mexico. This happens to be the deepest

jacket ever installed. From mid-1980’s ahead, oil production in deeper waters would

depend entirely on floating units and two main design concepts supported this move:

the Tension Leg Platform (TLP) and the semi-submersible units adapted for production,

19
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Figure 1.1: “Oil wells just offshore at Summerland, California, c.1915” by G.H. Eldridge -
Published in Nature and Science on the Pacific Coast, Pacific Committee of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science, 1915, p. 86. Scan by the NOAA, digital ID
line 2969, in the America’s Coastlines Collection.. Licensed under Public Domain via
Wikimedia Commons -

Figure 1.2: First offshore platform out of sight: Kerr-McGee, Gulf of Mexico, c.1947.
Source: American Oil&Gas Historical Society.
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both of them driven by the same goal of reducing hull motions in waves. Indeed, small

vertical motions were of utmost importance for the industry by that time, especially for

making the so-called dry completion (valve commands installed on board and not on

the wellheads) feasible. TLP platforms were foreseen as a means for minimizing vertical

motions by simply restraining them with a set of pre-tensioned tendons fixed to the

seafloor. ConocoPhilips’ Hutton TLP, the first TLP platform to operate, was installed

in 1984 in a water depth of merely 150m offshore Scotland. From then on, knowhow on

TLP designs allowed the concept to move to much deeper waters. On the other hand,

the aforementioned semi-submersible hulls, which had been initially developed during

the 1970’s for drilling purposes, started to be converted to be used as production units

offshore Brazil (where large oil fields had been found more than 1000m deep). This

concept also led to the development of new technology regarding the design of deepwater

mooring systems (catenary chain, combined chain+polyester mooring lines, etc.). Several

years later, a new hull concept with good vertical responses would appear and become an

important alternative for the offshore industry: the SPAR platform, whose hull is simply

composed of a long vertical steel cylinder. In fact, all these different concepts that have

been developed by the oil&gas industry for decades would later find application in an

entirely different kind of floating unit, the floating wind turbines, a transition that will

later be addressed in section 1.3 of this text.

Due to the continued growth of the world population and to the greater than ever

energy demand, renewable energy plays an important role in the development of society,

providing energy security, climate change mitigation, and economic benefits. Renewable

energy resources are widely spread over geographical areas, in contrast to other energy

sources, concentrated in a limited number of countries. According to the Intergovernmen-

tal Panel on Climate Change (2012) (IPCC) report, 80% of the world’s energy supply

could come from renewable sources by 2050.

A well known renewable energy source is the wind and traditional wind generators have

been installed inland for many years. The first electricity-generating wind turbine was

a battery charging machine (vertical axis) installed in 1887 by Scottish academic James

Blyth to light his holiday home (Asmus, 2000). Some months later, American inventor

Charles F. Brush built the first horizontal axis wind turbine for electricity production in

Cleveland, Ohio. This impressive wind turbine (see Fig. 1.3) had a rotor 17 m in diameter

and was mounted on an 18 m tower. Although large by today’s standards, the machine
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was only rated at 12 kW with 144 blades (Righter, 1996).

Figure 1.3: Charles F. Brush wind turbine, c. 1887. Source: (Righter, 1996)

By the 1930s, wind generators for electricity were common on farms, mostly in U.S.,

where distribution systems had not yet been installed. However, during the 1950’s, most

of these wind turbines had been shut down because of disuse due to cheap oil generated

electric power. In the early 1970s, anti-nuclear protests in Denmark stimulate the devel-

opment of 22kW microturbines. Owners co-operatives supported by the lobbying in front

of the government which provided incentives for larger turbines development throughout

the 1980s and later. Those development where followed by local activists in Germany,

nascent turbine manufacturers in Spain, and large investors in the United States in the

early 1990s lobbied for policies that stimulated the industry in those countries, with the

sector expanding in China, India, etc., in recent years.

Wind turbines have also been successfully installed at relatively shallow water depths.

This has typically been done by piled cylinders or gravity based foundations. The first

offshore wind far was built in Denmark (Vindeby, 5 MW ) in 1991. However (Maine

International Consulting LLC, 2012):

1. Current fixed-bottom technology has seen limited deployment to water depths of
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nearly 30 m (shallow waters) (Musial et al., 2004);

2. 61% of the US offshore wind resources are in water depths of more than 100 meters;

3. Nearly all of Japan’s offshore wind resources are in deep water;

4. Various European locations such as Spain, Norway and the Mediterranean require

floating foundation technology due to excessive water depths;

5. UK Round 3 contains some lease areas in water depths which may require floating

technology.

For these reasons, the offshore wind energy sector must focus, in such countries, on the

floating structures foundations.

These devices were introduced by Prof. Heronemus in U.S. in 1972 (Heronemus,

1972; Asmus, 2000) (see e.g. the one on Fig. 1.4), but it was not until the mid 1990’s,

after the grown of commercial wind industry, that the topic was rediscovered by research

community. As a matter of fact, the interest of the industry on floating offshore wind

turbines (FOWTs) has been increasing since the last successful launch and test of full scale

prototypes: Hywind in Norway (Hanson et al., 2011), Windfloat in Portugal (Roddier

et al., 2010), Mitsui in Japan (Nicholls-Lee et al., 2014) and VolturnUS, the 1:8 large

scale unit of university of Maine (Marsh, 2014; Viselli et al., 2014).

1.2 Renewable energy sector in Spain

1.2.1 General

Spanish renewable energy potential is wide, and well above the domestic energy demand.

It could even be said that renewable energies are Spain’s main energy asset. Expressed in

terms of installable electrical power, Spain has the potential for several terawatts (TW) of

solar energy. Wind power takes second place, with a potential estimated at approximately

340 GW . The country’s hydroelectric potential, estimated at approximately 33 GW , is

also high, but the greater part of this potential has already been developed. The remaining

technologies have a potential near 50 GW with the potential for wave and geothermal

energy being approximately 20 GW each (IDAE, 2011).
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Figure 1.4: Design for a multiple-array wind turbine structure by Prof. Heronemus and
colleagues c.1970. Source: (Stoddard, 2002)

Renewable energy sector in Spain represented 42.8% of total electricity production in

2014 (42.2% in 2013). It should be noted that wind power was the technology that made

the largest contribution towards the total energy production in the Iberian Peninsula

electricity system with more than 20%, same order of magnitude as nuclear production.

This is a remarkable milestone, which should be highlighted.

However, Spain is experiencing a negative trend in the fulfilment of the 2020 renewable

energy objectives. Recent press reports have claimed that the best-case scenario projection

for renewable fraction in the total energy production amount is within the range of 12.6 −
17.1%, far from the forecasted goal of 20%.

Actually, the situation for renewable energy and especially for wind energy has become

extremely difficult in Spain during the period in which this PhD was carried out, from

early 2011 till 2015. In early 2011, a feed-in-tariff was in place and substantial R&D
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efforts funded by the government and by private companies (IBERDROLA, ACCIONA,

ABENGOA, etc) were ongoing, such as CENIT project AZIMUT, within which part of

the experimental activities of this PhD work were funded.

However, on July 12, 2013, the Spanish Government approved measures to overhaul

electricity sector regulations and composed a set of new rules (Real decreto ley 1/2012,

2012). This regulation removed economic incentives for new production of electricity from

cogeneration, renewable energy and waste. It also removed incentives for constructing

these facilities, in order to avoid adding new costs to the electrical system.

As a consequence of these regulations, the Spanish renewable energy market has fallen

down drastically and wind energy industry, in which Spain was one of the worldwide

leading countries, with very promising forecast, has now also broken down into extreme

crisis (IREC, 2014). The uncertainty of premiums in Spain has implied a dramatic re-

duction of investments in Spanish renewable energy market. As a consequence, the share

prices of the corporations most affected by the suppression of feed-in tariff for new instal-

lations have been Iberdrola, EDP Renewables and Acciona. Fortunately Europe is still

supporting wind energy and its research with the tendency moving towards offshore.

1.3 Floating offshore wind turbines (FOWT)

1.3.1 Introduction

Floating wind turbines have the potential to be placed anywhere in the ocean from 50

meters in advance. This is a great benefit; it allows offshore wind penetration into places

where it may be prohibitive for fixed offshore wind turbines. Floating wind turbines

are also much less dependent on seabed conditions than fixed bottom structures because

they do not rely on the deep soil condition for support, except for the mooring anchors.

Many of the floating platform designs are able to be towed by boats in order to be moved

relatively easily. This may reduce costs associated with construction, maintenance and

decommissioning.

Three main types of floating foundations for offshore wind turbine have been developed

so far: Spar foundation, Semi-submersible foundation, and TLP (tension leg platform)

foundation (see Fig. 1.5). Roddier et al. (2009) reviewed typical floating foundations of

offshore wind turbines, such as Spars, TLP’s and Semi-submersible/hybrid systems, and
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the pro-cons of these foundations, design basis and rules were listed in detail.

In 2008 Blue H Technologies build the first floating wind turbine using a TLP with

an 80 kW off-grid turbine, The installation was intended 21 km off the southeast Italy

coast in waters 113 metres deep. In September 2009, a 2.3 MW offshore wind turbine

which was based on spar structure was installed in Norway to 10 km offshore into 220

metre-deep water (Nielsen et al., 2006) and in late 2012 a semi-submersible type one with

2.0 MW turbine was installed 5 km offshore of Aguçadoura, north of Porto in Portugal

(Roddier et al., 2010).

Figure 1.5: Floating Offshore Wind Turbine Concepts. Source: Centre for Ships and
Ocean Structures NTNU.

In general terms, the Spar-type has better heave performance than semi-submersibles

due to their deep draft, small water plane area and reduced vertical wave exciting forces,

but has larger pitch and roll motions, due to small water plane stability contribution.

TLPs have small vertical and angular motions, but the drawback are the complexity

and cost of the mooring installation, including the change in tendon tension due to tidal

variations, and the structural frequency coupling between the mast and the mooring

system. Semi-submersible concepts with a shallow draft and good stability in operational

and transit conditions are significantly cheaper to tow out, install and commission than

spar-buoy, due to their draft.

All these solutions have their origin in the oil & gas industry, but modifications and

hybrids are beginning to emerge in their use for wind turbines. Let’s briefly review the
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Spar and TLP concepts and with a bit of more detail the “semi” one, main objective of

this thesis.

1.3.2 Spar-type floating wind turbine.

The spar buoy is a steel or concrete slender cylinder with low water plane area and

relatively high draft, ballasted with water and/or solid ballast which results in a weight-

buoyancy stabilized structure with a large draft. The concept uses very simple and well-

proven technology with inherently stable design and few weaknesses. Due to the large

draft, the spar use to require towing to the deep-water site in a horizontal position. In

such cases the structure needs to be up-ended by controlled ballasting, stabilized and the

turbine is then installed using a floating crane vessel. Spars are generally moored using

catenary or taut mooring systems.

As aforementioned, Statoil’s Hywind is a 2.3 MW Spar prototype deployed outside

the west coast of Norway in 2009. It was the first floating wind turbine installed, grid

connected and is still in operation (see Fig. 1.6).

Figure 1.6: Spar-type floating wind turbine. Source: Statoil’s Hywind project
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1.3.3 Tension leg platform (TLP) type floating wind turbine.

The TLP floating concept base it design on stability thought vertical tensioned lines

connecting the structure to a fix anchor point in the seafloor. It used to be composed of

a vertical pontoon that support the topside and several horizontal arms to increase the

distance from tendons to central axis (increase the yaw stiffness). The level of pretension

on the tethers needs to provide the correct stability even with different sea level (waves,

and tide).

The concept of central pontoon and horizontal submerged arms (mini-TLP) has been

adopted by several floating wind turbines concept, due to the lack of stability on transient

condition (without tethers) the wind turbine need to be installed offshore, once the plat-

form has been connected to bottom anchor point. Some concept developer claim the used

of additional equipment to be able to perform such turbine installation onshore (using

buoyancy cans or tailor made installation barges) in such design the use of heavy-lift ves-

sels can be reduced (Zamora-Rodriguez et al., 2014). It has to be borne in mind that these

aspects are a major component of the platform final cost (Castro-Santos and Diaz-Casas,

2014; Collu et al., 2014).

It is noticed that no real scale wind turbine TLP has been build and installed, but there

are some developments going on like the one led by IBERDROLA in whose experimental

campaigns, an UPM research group, CEHINAV, led by the PhD supervisor, has been

involved (Fig. 1.7) (Zamora-Rodriguez et al., 2014).

1.4 Semi-submersible FOWTs.

A semi-submersible is a form stabilized structure with reduced draft. Due to its inherently

stability the mooring system only need to be designed to take into account extreme

conditions, with very low level of pretension and well know mooring technology based

normally on chain/cable and drag anchor. It used to be a relatively heavy structure with

a considerable amount of steel and a relatively high manufacturing complexity, there are

some developers working on reducing fabrication cost using alternative materials such as

concrete. This type of floating wind turbine are constructed and commissioned onshore,

been towed and installed on site without the need of expensive crane vessels. In 2011 the

first large scale semi-sub prototype, Principle Power’s WindFloat structure which consists
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Figure 1.7: TLP floating wind turbine. Source: Iberdrola-CEHINAV

of three column tubes with horizontal water entrapment heave plates and active ballast

system, was installed outside Portugal (see Figure 1.8).

Other semi-submersible FOWTs prototypes already in operation include Mitsui-Fukushima

in Japan (Nicholls-Lee et al., 2014) (see Figs. 1.9, 1.10) and VolturnUS, the 1:8 large scale

unit of university of Maine (Marsh, 2014; Viselli et al., 2014) (see Fig. 1.11).

The semi-submersible concept is receiving significant attention due to several advan-

tages (Roddier et al., 2011), namely:

1. these types of platforms can be fully assembled onshore and towed ready-to-use to

their final destinations;

2. the available mooring systems are well-known and cost competitive;

3. if properly designed, downtime, due to excessive platform motion, is low.

Platforms of the semi-submersible kind may experience resonant horizontal motions

(surge, sway). In surge, since the platform natural period is long, such resonance can be

excited with second order slow drift forces and may have substantial influence on mooring

loads and subsequent cost. In heave, first order forces can induce significant motion, whose
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Figure 1.8: WindFloat semi-submersible type floating wind turbine. Source: Principle
Power Inc.

damping is a crucial factor for the platform downtime, again with serious cost implica-

tions. It must be borne in mind that the main challenge for offshore floating renewable

energy devices remains to build a structure capable of withstanding the challenging ocean

environment while financially viable in a competitive global energy market.

The two referred topics (heave plates and second order horizontal motions) have been

investigated in this thesis. To this aim, a design developed during HiPRWind EU project,

has been selected as reference case study (Fig. 1.12). The platform is composed of three

cylindrical legs, linked together by a set of structural braces. The cylinders provide buoy-

ancy and restoring forces and moments. Large circular heave plates have been attached

to their bases. The design is similar to other documented in literature (e.g. Windfloat),

which implies outcomes could have a general value.
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Figure 1.9: Mitsui-Fukushima (Nicholls-Lee et al., 2014) 2Mw semi prototype. Source:
Asahi Shimbun .
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Figure 1.10: Mitsui-Fukushima (Nicholls-Lee et al., 2014) 2Mw semi prototype. Source:
Marubeni.

Figure 1.11: VolturnUS prototype (Viselli et al., 2014). Source: University of Maine.
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Figure 1.12: Semisubmersible platform case study sketch.
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1.5 Damping of heave motion in “semi” FOWTs

Heave plates has been used as damping devices for floating structures as spar platforms

(Tao et al., 1999; Sudhakar and Nallayarasu, 2011; Nallayarasu and Bairathi, 2014), It

is also used in bilge Keels and seabed templates (Molin, 2011), and as damping devices

on semisubmersible platform to reduce heave, pitch and roll movements (Aubault et al.,

2007).

For floating spar platforms, due to small water plane area, resonant heave motions can

be excited on long period sea states. Although the exciting forces may be relatively small

due the compact size of such structures, the heave damping use to be also very small and

in such cases the only way of reducing movement amplitude is by means of increasing

hydrodynamic damping. Similar behaviour can be observed in semisubmersible design

where the water plane area is limited by stability criteria and heave resonance can be

excited for relatively short period sea states. Haslum and Faltinsen (1999) proposed that

the response might be reduced by 3 ways: (1) increasing the damping of the system, (2)

keeping the natural heave period outside the range of the wave energy, and (3) further

reducing the linear heave excitation forces.

Regarding the first technique, a commonly used device to enhance the damping mech-

anisms in the vertical (heave) direction is a heave plate, usually added at the base of

the structure. The vertical oscillation of that device produce vortex shedding at sharp

edges and damping due to energy dissipation as a consequence of viscous effect, as well

as increases the effective added mass of the structure due to the increased entrapment

water on those plates, consequently changing the hydrodynamic properties of the body in

question by introducing extra damping and increasing its natural period due to increased

added mass. In Fig. 1.13, the heave plate arrangement for WindFloat (Roddier et al.,

2010) semi-submersible design is included. In Fig. 1.14, ACCIONA HiPRWind Project

design heave plates arrangement is presented. This research pays significantly attention

to ACCIONA design because experimental data is available due to the involvement of the

candidate in the experimental and numerical analysis.

Regarding the second technique, i.e., keeping the natural heave period outside the

range of the wave energy by increasing the mass of the system is expensive while increasing

just the added mass can also be achieved with the use of heave plates as explained before.

Reducing the water plane area is another option which is usually not viable due to stability
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and structural reasons.

Finally, the last technique consists in reducing the liner heave excitation forces, which

can be achieved by increasing the draft for slender designs. Nonetheless draft for Spar

designs and especially for semisubmersible design is subjected to other considerations like

construction, transportation, etc.

Figure 1.13: Heave plate arrangement for WindFloat (Roddier et al., 2010) semi-
submersible design. Source: Principle Power Inc.
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Figure 1.14: Heave plate arrangement for the case study subject of the research conducted
in this thesis, corresponding to ACCIONA HiPRWind project semi-submersible design.
Source: the candidate.
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1.6 Heave plates

1.6.1 Experimental work

The Behaviour and influence of disc shapes attached to different oscillating structure

in water have been studied in several researchs, been of relevance importance for basic

design of SPARs and semisubmersible platforms. Non dimensional added mass and damp-

ing from that oscillatory movement use to be function of the Keulegan-Carpenter (KC)

number and the frequency parameter (β). (Thiagarajan and Troesch, 1998) Performed

several forced oscillation experiment on cylinders and discs showing that the added mass

and damping coefficients are linearly dependent on the oscillating amplitude, or KC num-

ber, and weakly dependent on the frequency parameter. Prislin et al. (1998) and Lake

et al. (2000) focused on the experimental determination of added mass and damping of

submerged horizontal plates applicable to deep submerged heave plates for truss spar

platform design.

Thiagarajan and Troesch (1998) performed experimental test on the flow of oscillatory

submerged cylinder+disc configuration using the Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) tech-

nique. The vortex shedding pattern was found to be dependent on both flow parameters

Keulegan-Carpenter and frequency parameter (KC, β) and on the geometry of the struc-

ture. For a disc with high thickness (two edges) oscillating at small amplitude, the flow

was found to be symmetric about the mean position of oscillation. Vorticity shed from

the edges rolls up into vortex rings, which do not convect away from the disc, remaining

in the proximity of the disc due to low KC, until flow reversal causes a rapid cancellation

of vorticity. The measurements showed that the disc with lower thickness was found to

increase the pressure drag coefficients (Cd) due to several reasons. In the case that of

low thickness disc, the two edges of the disc become virtually one single sharp edge, a

well-established and reasonably stable vortex shedding pattern was generated by the sin-

gle sharp edge. Vortex shedding occurred at a large angle of either positive or negative

direction depending on starting condition.

Regarding experiment with solid and porous discs Tao and Dray (2008) found linear

dependency of damping coefficient with the Keulegan-Carpenter number (KC) and that

the influence of frequency on damping was weak. They confirmed previous research

Pistani and Thiagarajan (2006), who found the added mass to also be dependent on

the amplitude of oscillation. Vu et al. (2008) observed similar trends for added mass and
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damping coefficients for solid disc with a varying KC number.

Free-surface effects on oscillating disc has been analysed by Molin et al. (2008) per-

forming forced harmonic model tests in heave of a horizontal circular porous thin disk

(diameter 600 mm thickness 1 mm) with the two perforation ratios 10% and 20%. The

submergences were 50 mm, 100 mm and 250 mm and the constant water depth was

500 mm. They emphasized, based both on numerical and experimental results, that the

vortex shedding from the outer edges of the disk is important for both the heave added

mass and damping for the largest amplitudes of oscillation.

Li et al. (2013) conducted a series of experiments in order to examine the influence of

the edge shape on the hydrodynamics of heave plates. They found that the plate with

a rectangular edge yielded the largest added mass value. The results also showed that

damping did not seem to be significantly affected by the shape of the edge.

Recently, Garrido-Mendoza (2015) confirmed that there is a relatively weak depen-

dence of the measured added masses with frequency and a large dependence with KC

for one leg (cylinder + heave plate) of the semisubmersible used in this thesis. He also

performed experimental scale effect with 3 different scales of such geometry on heave os-

cillation test, finding no relevance scale effect for such cases confirming the possible use

of smaller scale on future experimental campaign. He also performed experimental inves-

tigation of different edge flaps for such geometry resulting in a parametric study of flap

plates affecting added mass and damping on heave motions. Finally it was investigated

the behaviour of a 20% porous heave plate with fractal geometry at different submer-

gence, it was found that fractal plate can increase the damping level for the same amount

of added mass compared to similar porosity on fractal typology.

1.6.2 Modeling

The numerical problem of determining added mass and damping can be modelled and

analysed by Computational Fluid Dynamics techniques, using vortex methods or RANS

methods that can provide the viscous drag force due to vortex shedding on such structures.

Using such techniques on oscillating submerged disc Thiagarajan (1993) noticed a

difference in strengths of two consecutive vortices forming a pair, and interpreted that as

due to a longer time period available for one of the vortices to develop depending on the

starting direction of the oscillation.
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Some publications (e.g. Roveri et al. (1996) and Cermelli et al. (2003)) discuss the

calculated loads on the crane wire during deployment of a subsea equipment with porous

covers and heave plate like structures.

Tao et al. (1999) used a finite difference method based on boundary fitted coordinates

to examine the axisymmetric flow generated by a surface piercing cylinder oscillating

axially. Their study revealed that appendages such as discs could be added to the keel of

a spar structure to effectively increase damping, also limiting the viscous excitation from

waves due to the exponential decay with depth.

Other numerical investigations (Tao et al., 2000) have shown that for a vertical cylinder

with sharp bottom edge in heave, the flow separates at the sharp edge immediately and

vortices are found at even very small KC.

Molin (2001a) studied arrays of porous discs in oscillatory flow perpendicular to their

planes using potential flow theory. He concluded that no extra damping can be gained by

making the disc porous when the KC number is larger than 1.0, but as the KC number

becomes smaller, the heave damping of a porous disc is obviously larger than that of a

solid disc. In addition, the added mass is sensitive to the amplitude of the motion. Molin

and Nielsen (2004) analyzed a horizontally submerged and perforated disk heaving below

the free-surface.

Tao and Thiagarajan (2003a,b), using direct numerical simulation (DNS) based on

finite difference method, investigated the flow structure and damping effects of discs

attached to cylinders, finding different regimes of the flow where the damping showed

different characteristics, and determining that thinner discs had higher form drag than

thicker ones. Tao and Cai (2004) investigated the vortex shedding flow and the associated

hydrodynamic behaviour of the cylinder+disc configuration at low KC numbers using an

axisymmetric finite difference method.

Tao et al. (2007) studied the nonlinear viscous flow problem associated with a heaving

vertical cylinder with two heave plates in the form of two circular discs attached which is

solved using a finite difference method.

More recently, Garrido-Mendoza (2015) has validated Finite Volume Method (Open-

Goam) to calculate axisymmetric viscous flow problem of heave plates oscillating in heave,

the geometry used for validation is one leg of the one used in this thesis. He also per-

formed a parametric study of such heave plates with different flaps using numerical tools,

as well as determines the influence of bottom and free surface on damping and added
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mass values for different submergences values.

The hydrodynamic load is strongly dependent on the hydrodynamic coefficients of the

structure being deployed, but as it was mentioned before, the works developed up to now

are focused on the geometrical features and motion features. Therefore, the present work

addresses the hydrodynamic problem to analyze the behaviour of a FOWT heave plates as

one method to effectively improve the heave response of the platform system by providing

additional damping and added mass values as well as calculating the forces involved in

structural calculation on such heave plates.

1.7 Second order surge motions in “semi” FOWTs

One common problem of offshore floating platforms is that in order to avoid resonance in

first order wave energy ranges, the designed natural periods are for some of the motions

quite large (or low in the case of TLP concept). In addition, some of the motions without

intrinsic restoring, mainly surge and sway, may have also quite large natural periods due

to the mooring system. This brings the need to look at wave second order excitations.

Goupee et al. (2012, 2014) conducted experiments with representative designs of the

three prevalent FOWTs concepts within DeepCwind R&D U.S. project. They excited

the floaters with irregular seas and found that low frequency surge motions can be quite

energetic for the semisubmersible concept. Some of these authors also documented dif-

ferent aspects of the experimental setup (Martin et al., 2012; Koo et al., 2012, 2014)

without however paying specific attention to the challenges of directly characterizing the

second order response of the floaters by experimentally evaluating their QTFs. Roald

et al. (2013) studied the second order forces of a spar (OC3-Hywind) platform and a TLP

(UMaine), trying to assess their relevance when compared to aerodynamic ones.

On the other hand, Coulling et al. (2013) focused on the semisubmersible concept

using Goupee et al. (2012) experimental data to validate the implementation of second

order wave forces in FAST time domain solver. They used Newman approximation to

compute the QTF (Newman, 1974; Matos et al., 2011), thus implying only mean-drift

terms, that can be obtained from first order potential, were accounted for. They largely

improved the estimation of the surge response spectrum when compared to considering

just first order forces. However, they needed to modify/tune damping obtained from decay

tests in order to accurately reproduce such motion spectrum. In addition, their platform
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had a quite large surge natural period (of the order of 100 seconds), fundamental for the

accuracy of Newman’s approximation, which may not be representative of the behavior

of other floaters, mainly those working on shallower waters (it must be bear in mind

that the water depth of as important floating devices testing sites as BIMEP in Spain,

the recently approved Mistral in France, and WindFloat location, ranges between 42 and

80 meters). Goupee et al. (2012) looked as well at the mooring tensions, with reduced

accuracy compared to that of the motions, something that they attributed to a poor

representation of the mooring dynamics.

Zhang et al. (2013) conducted numerical analysis on a semisubmersible 600Kw FOWT

design with time-domain simulations. They considered wind, current and wave loads.

They did not focus however on second-order wave effects.

Gueydon et al. (2014) compared WAMIT and DIFRAC codes computations of sec-

ond order forces. While WAMIT is able to compute all second order force components,

DIFRAC is able to compute those that depend on first order potential. They con-

ducted time domain simulations using FAST and aNySYM, taking frequency domain

forces and added masses from WAMIT and DIFRAC respectively. They used the Deep-

Cwind semisubmersible floater geometry but did not compare with experimental data.

Subtle issues regarding the damping modeling are documented and minor differences be-

tween the two solvers simulations are documented. The lead author of such reference had

previously considered as well some second order effects with DIFRAC-aNySYM (Guey-

don and Weller, 2012, 2013) but formulation was not clearly explained and validation was

jointly conducted while considering wind effects, something which makes it difficult to

isolate the accuracy of the modeling of 2nd order wave forces effects.

Designing the mooring of a floating offshore wind turbine is a complex matter due

to the fact that wind, wave and current loads and coupled structural dynamics have to

be accounted for (Zhang et al., 2013; Lefebvre and Collu, 2012; Brommundt et al., 2012;

Kvittem et al., 2012). Accurately assessing second order slow-drift forces is necessary to

be able to conduct an optimized design of the mooring system (Kim et al., 2014a). The

cost of such mooring system is a major component of the initial investment (Castro-Santos

and Diaz-Casas, 2014). Therefore, cost reductions due to an optimized design are crucial

in order to attain a competitive alternative. Such an optimized structural design may

assist in reducing other high-cost factors such as transport, disposal, etc. (Weinzettel

et al., 2009). Since electricity is a commodity, being a competitive technology mostly
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means being cost competitive for the final user, something very challenging for floating

offshore wind turbines considering the many different well-established available electrical

power sources. Therefore, having an optimized design with minimum cost, that can be

replicated for large farms (Myhr et al., 2014), becomes a crucial design goal.



Chapter 2

Objectives

In previous chapter, the existing literature on the topics of interest of this thesis has been

presented. These topics refer to the hydrodynamics of a semi-submersible floating offshore

wind turbine, focusing on two selected pivotal aspects: heave damping and second order

surge motions. A set of open problems were introduced which motivate the present work

and which allow us to enumerate a set of concrete objectives for this research:

1. Investigate, through experiments, the hydrodynamic coefficients of a large scale

oscillating column (the leg of a semi-submersible floating offshore wind turbine)

equipped with a plain heave plate, looking at their dependence with frequency os-

cillation and Keulegan-Carpenter number.

2. Investigate, through experiments, how the hydrodynamic coefficients of that large

scale oscillating column, equipped with a heave plate, are affected by the presence

of a vertical flap on the plate edge. Address the question whether such flaps, which

are necessary to guarantee the structural integrity of the plate, significantly affect

the damping and inertia properties of the heave plate.

3. Investigate how accurately these coefficients can be computed with state-of-the-art

Engineering CFD and potential flow codes such as ANSYS CFX and WADAM in

order to assess whether such software can be used to design further modifications

of the plate design.

4. Compare the values obtained from these experiments with those existing in the

somehow sparse literature on the topic, in which smaller scale models have been

43
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used.

5. Investigate, through direct measurement with experiments, the dynamic pressure

on the treated heave plates. Such dynamic pressure is a fundamental magnitude

for the structural design of the heave plates and has not been paid attention in the

existing literature.

6. Estimation and verification of the second-order wave induced forces on a semi-

submersible floating offshore wind turbine. This is a topic crucial for mooring design

that has been seldom treated in the literature, with simplified approaches.

7. Investigate, through bichromatic wave tests with captive model, second order surge

forces, documenting the difficulties of measuring second order forces.

8. Assess, with the assistance of software WAMIT, different approximations of the

QTF, used to model second order slow drift forces.



Chapter 3

Methodology

In order to achieve the objectives enumerated in previous chapter, the following task

sequence has been put in place. There are admittedly two main treated topics: heave

damping and second order surge motions. Tasks are organized around these two main

topics:

1. Heave damping (documented in chapter 4 of this thesis):

(a) Build specimens to be tested.

(b) Prepare test matrix

(c) Conduct forced motion experiments.

(d) Analyze forced motion experiments and compare the plain and reinforced plates

and with literature.

(e) Carry out simulations for plain and reinforced plates and compare with exper-

iments.

(f) Instrument specimens for pressure measurement experiments.

(g) Conduct pressure measurements experiments.

(h) Analyze pressure measurements and devise appropriate non-dimensionalization.

2. Second order surge motions (documented in chapter 5 of this thesis):

(a) Build platform model.
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(b) Conduct bichromatic wave tests with captive model, to measure the low-

frequency second-order forces on the structure, documenting the difficulties

of measuring second order forces.

(c) Assess, with the assistance of software WAMIT, different approximations of the

QTF, used to model second order slow drift forces. Compare with experiments.



Chapter 4

Heave plates

4.1 Introduction

Most semi-submersible 1 FOWT platforms consist of three cylindrical columns linked to-

gether with a set of braces (Zhang et al., 2013). In order to minimize heave motions and

accelerations, and to shift heave resonance periods out of the first-order wave energy range,

heave plates are attached to the column base (Sudhakar and Nallayarasu, 2011). The hy-

drodynamic performance of such plates has received some attention in the literature: Tao

and Dray (2008) performed experiments with solid and porous plates in deep water con-

ditions and An and Faltinsen (2013) used a porous square plate, performing experiments

and numerical analysis with varying depth. Philip et al. (2014) and Nallayarasu and

Bairathi (2014) numerically and experimentally assessed the effects of including a heave

plate in a spar type floater. Wadhwa and Thiagarajan (2009) and Wadhwa et al. (2010)

analyzed the dependence of the hydrodynamic response with the motion amplitude for a

fixed oscillation frequency, finding a critical value above which response stops increasing.

This analysis was done both close to the free surface and close to the seabed. For the

latter, their results were numerically confirmed by Garrido-Mendoza et al. (2013, 201X).

Tao and Thiagarajan (2003a) performed a detailed numerical analysis of the vortex

shedding mechanisms, responsible for the main part of induced damping in heave plates.

1The main materials of this chapter have been included in the paper:
Lopez-Pavon, C. and Souto-Iglesias, A. (2015). Hydrodynamic coefficients and pressure loads on heave

plates for Semi-Submersible floating offshore wind turbines: a comparative analysis using large scale
models. Renewable Energy, 81:864-881.
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Tao and Thiagarajan (2003b) analyzed, in a column with a heave plate the relationship

between damping, plate thickness and motion amplitude, for a fixed motion frequency.

They provided rationale for an accurate extrapolation of the results. Takaki and Lee

(2003) computed, with a moving grid Navier-Stokes solver, the added mass and damping

of an oscillating plate close to the free surface. They found and provided experimental val-

idation, that, under these circumstances, radiation is the main damping factor. Koh and

Cho (2011) performed a similar analysis using AQWA and a multimodal type (MEEM)

potential method. On the other hand, Sudhakar and Nallayarasu (2011) found that radi-

ation damping is a small fraction (∼ 10%) of the viscous damping when the heave plate

depth is large.

It is relevant to mention that, in a seakeeping analysis, having an accurate estimation of

viscous damping is crucial when predicting the platform behavior in survival conditions

with time domain simulations, often coupled with the aeroelastic code FAST (see e.g.

(Gutierrez et al., 2013; Roddier et al., 2010)).

It is also important to highlight that, in practice, the heave plates require some struc-

tural reinforcements that may alter their hydrodynamic performance. In this research, a

plain solid heave plate and a reinforced version, to be built at full scale, with a vertical

flap at its edge, have been considered. While the influence of the plate edge sharpness in

the hydrodynamic response has received some attention in the literature (Li et al., 2013;

Tao and Thiagarajan, 2000), to the candidate’s knowledge, flaps influence has not been

investigated.

In addition, in order to dimension the plate thickness and the previously mentioned

reinforcements, knowing the pressure difference during the heave motion between the bot-

tom and top sides, becomes very important. With this aim, the experimental campaign

has also included the direct measurement of dynamic pressure on the heave plates, which

is a fundamental magnitude for the structural design. The cost of the floater is a major

component of the initial investment (Castro-Santos and Diaz-Casas, 2014) and therefore,

cost reductions due to an optimized structural design are crucial in order to attain a

competitive alternative. Such an optimized structural design may assist in reducing other

high-cost factors such as transport, disposal, etc. (Weinzettel et al., 2009). Since electric-

ity is a commodity, being a competitive technology mostly means being cost competitive

for the final user, something very challenging for floating offshore wind turbines consid-

ering the many different well-established available electrical power sources. Therefore,
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having an optimized design with minimum cost, that can be replicated for large farms

(Myhr et al., 2014), becomes a crucial design goal.

This chapter is organized as follows: the case study characteristics are first described.

Experimental procedure and numerical solvers are discussed next. Test matrix and results

are then presented and compared with literature. The prototype reinforced configuration

results are then discussed. Finally, some conclusions and future work threads are sum-

marized.

4.2 Case study

4.2.1 Prototype

The heave plates under study belong to the semi-submersible platform whose second order

surge motions were analyzed by Lopez-Pavon et al. (2013). The structure of the floater

consists of three vertical columns linked by trusses. A circular heave plate is added to

the bottom of each column, as a mean to increase the natural heave period and, as a

consequence, to prevent resonant motions in both operational and survival sea states.

The main dimensions of the platform are given in Table 4.1 and a schematic view

of the floater geometry was shown in Fig. 1.12 in page 33 in the Introduction chapter.

The depth-radius ratio of the heave plate can be considered large (15.5/10=1.55). To put

this figure in perspective, it must be noted that, for example, Wadhwa and Thiagarajan

(2009), in their specific work regarding free surface influence in hydrodynamic coefficients,

considered only depth-radius ratios lower than 0.5. With this depth-radius ratio (1.55),

it is expected that viscous damping will be dominant with respect to radiation damping.

4.2.2 Model

In order to assess the added mass and damping characteristics of the platform when sub-

jected to heave motion, a 1:20 scale single column model was built. The distance between

the center of the legs is 35 m and the distance between the plate edges of two columns

is 15 m at full scale. This distance is significantly larger than the maximum considered

motion amplitude (2.8m). Since the characteristic length of the vortex structures that

are generated during heave motion is of the order of the motion amplitude, the heave
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Characteristic Symbol Prototype Model
Platform draft, disc depth h 15.5 m 0.775 m
Legs centre to centre distance 35 m
Columns diameter Dc 7.0 m 0.35 m
Heave plate (disc) diameter Dd 20 m 1.0 m
Heave plate (disc) radius rd 10 m 0.5 m
Heave plate (disc) thickness td 5 mm
Depth-radius ratio h/rd 1.53 1.53
Disc aspect ratio td/Dd 0.0049
Leg mass M 663 t 82.83 kg
Disc distance to the tank bottom hb 1.425 m
Disc distance to the bottom-radius ratio hb/rd 2.85

Table 4.1: Main dimensions of the platform (prototype and model scale, 1:20). Distance
between legs not included at model scale since only one column model was considered.
Full scale heave plate steel thickness not available.

motion hydrodynamic interaction between the columns is expected to be not significant.

This is the main technical reason behind testing one individual column when it comes to

optimizing the heave plate design. For subsequent design phases (e.g. mooring design), a

complete model of the platform was built and tested (Lopez-Pavon et al., 2013).

Interchangeable solid (non porous) plain and reinforced heave plate models were also

built. The plain one was first attached to the central column and tested. The model was

subjected to forced vertical harmonic oscillations. The plain plate was then removed and

substituted by the reinforced one, equipped with a vertical flap. Results for the plain one

will be discussed first; they will serve as a reference when assessing the performance of

the reinforced heave plate, to be built at prototype scale. Both heave plate models are

displayed in Fig. 4.1, together with the basin (a towing tank) where they were tested.

The main dimensions of the leg, including the plain disc, are presented in Fig. 4.2.

The shape of the disc edge is rectangular. As shown by Li et al. (2013), this shape may

have some influence in the hydrodynamic performance of the plate.

In the experimental work of the references cited in section 4.1 (e.g. (An and Faltinsen,

2013; Tao and Dray, 2008)), the models were no larger than 0.5m in side length for

rectangular plates or diameter for circular plates. A larger model has been used in the

present investigation (1m diameter plate), thus becoming, to the candidate’s knowledge,

the largest for which data has been published. This larger size implies that under the
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Figure 4.1: Model with plain heave plate (left) and reinforced one (right). Instrumentation
for pressure measurements is also visible.

same conditions, the forces involved in the present analysis are 8 times larger, thus helping

to reduce measurement uncertainties and scale effects.

The pressure sensor positions have been included in Fig. 4.2. These have been located

adjacent to the central column, in the central area of the plate and close to the outer edge.

The latter are specially relevant for design purposes because design bending stresses are

defined in the central part of the disc. When the sensors are attached to the top side of the

plate, the sensing area of the pressure sensors points towards the bottom, and viceversa.

In order to discard any results contamination due to the influence of the pressure sensor

instrumentation cables (Fig. 4.3), tests have been repeated with and without pressure

sensors.
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Figure 4.2: Heave plate with plain disc configuration: pressure sensor positions and os-
cillation amplitudes. Units in meters.

Figure 4.3: Pressure sensors arrangement and waterproof pipes for data acquisition wires.
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4.3 Experimental setup and experiments analysis pro-

cedure

4.3.1 Hydrodynamic model

The phenomenon to analyze is the forced harmonic heave motion of the leg (column plus

heave plate-disc), considered a rigid body. The reference system is shown in Fig. 4.4.

Cylinder

A wsin( t)

Disk

z

r
O

Figure 4.4: Reference System and physical domain for a cylinder, with a disc attached on
its bottom subjected to heave motion. Origin is located at the intersection of the cylinder
axis with the undisturbed free-surface.

The hydrodynamic force time history, FH(t), from one sample experiment can be seen

in Fig. 4.5. This time history is presented in nondimensional form as a force coefficient:

CF (t) =
FH(t)

1

2
ρ (ω A)2 Sd

(4.1)

where Sd = πD2
d/4 is the heave plate surface, A is the amplitude of the oscillation, ω its

frequency and ρ the fluid density.

FH(t) is experimentally obtained by properly subtracting the body inertia force, FI(t),

and the hydrostatic restoring, FK(t), from the measured force Fmeas(t). That is:
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Figure 4.5: Hydrodynamic force coefficient time history, CF (t), eq. (4.1), measured in
one sample experiment with the plain disc configuration; T = 2.519s, A = 50.8mm. T is
the oscillation period.

FH(t) = Fmeas(t)− FI(t)− FK(t), (4.2)

FI(t) = −z̈(t)M, (4.3)

FK(t) = −z(t)Awρ g, (4.4)

where Aw is the waterplane area, M the leg mass (see Table 4.1) and g the gravity

acceleration.

The harmonic component, F 1
H(t), with the same frequency as the motion, ω (to be

referred to as first harmonic), is decomposed in its in-phase and in counter-phase compo-

nents. Their proportionality coefficients with the motion first and second derivatives are

the equivalent linear damping, B33, and the added mass, A33, coefficients, respectively:

F 1
H(t) = −A33 z̈(t)−B33ż(t) (4.5)

The equivalent linear damping coefficient B33 can also be obtained from the Morison
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quadratic drag force Fd(t) formula (Sarpkaya and Isaacson, 1981):

Fd(t) = −1

2
ρ Sd Cd ż(t) |ż(t)| , (4.6)

applying the Fourier-averaged equivalence discussed in (Tao et al., 2007; Tao and Dray,

2008):

B33 =
1

3
µβDd (KC)Cd, (4.7)

where µ is the water dynamic viscosity, β is the frequency parameter, KC is the Keulegan-

Carpenter number and Cd the drag coefficient.

Frequency parameter is defined as:

β =
D2
df

ν
, (4.8)

with f being the frequency in Hertz and ν the kinematic viscosity of fresh water.

The Keulegan-Carpenter number (KC) is an extremely important non-dimensional

quantity in the hydrodynamics of oscillating bodies. It is proportional to the amplitude

of the disc oscillation (A) and inversely proportional to the diameter Dd of the disc:

KC = 2π
A

Dd

. (4.9)

The drag coefficient is obtained from the hydrodynamic force time history as:

Cd =
3

4ρ Sd A3 ω2

∫ T

0

FH(t)ż(t)dt. (4.10)

The equivalent linear damping formula (4.7) is applicable when radiation damping is

negligible versus viscous damping. This is the case in present configuration, as discussed in

section 4.2.1. Equivalent linear damping formulation is preferred in this study to present

results since its use, as a percentage of critical damping, is widespread when conducting

screening/calibrating frequency domain simulations.

The harmonic component F 1
H(t) is also shown in Fig. 4.5. It can be appreciated

that deviations in the hydrodynamic force, FH(t), from the single harmonic response are

present. These deviations are non-linear effects (non linear in the sense that a single

harmonic excitation induces a multiple harmonics response) and occur even in simplified
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models for small motion amplitudes, such as the ones discussed in the very important ref-

erence of Graham (1980). In certain cases they can be attributed to mechanical vibrations

of the whole measuring rig, recorded by the force transducers.

The analysis of these high frequency harmonics in the hydrodynamic force is often

omitted in the specialized literature since they usually hardly affect the artefact motion.

In the particular artefact treated herein, an extra source of nonlinearities comes from the

fact that the hydrodynamics is not strictly symmetric with regards to the motion and the

column geometry: when moving down, the surface perpendicular to the mean flow is the

whole disc whilst when going up, the presence of the central column (10% of disc area)

reduces the pressure loads. Furthermore, the presence of the free surface also slightly

changes the dynamics. From analysis of experiments, this lack of symmetry has little

influence on the force time histories while large in the pressure measurements, as will be

later discussed in this chapter.

The detailed analysis of these nonlinearities is beyond the scope of the present thesis

research. An exception is made with the non-linear dependence of the hydrodynamic

coefficients on the oscillation amplitude (Keulegan-Carpenter number dependence), which

is explored.

4.3.2 Actuator

The motion is generated with a 1.3kW electric actuator (FESTO DNCE 63-300-BS-10-

PQ). The actuator is attached to the towing tank carriage with a frame (left panel of

Fig. 4.6). The actuator had previously been used to generate high precision motions

(±0.01 mm) in a sloshing rig (Bulian et al., 2014).

4.3.3 Basin

The basin (towing tank) is 100 meters long, 3.8m wide and 2.2m deep. A sketch of the

transversal section (the restrictive one) of the basin, including the specimen, is presented

in Figure 4.7. Regarding eventual bottom effects, the ratio, hb/rd, between the distance

to the bottom and the disc radius is (2.2-0.775)/0.5=2.85. With this ratio and according

to the numerical analysis of Garrido-Mendoza et al. (2013), the effect of the bottom on

the heave plate flow is expected to be negligible.
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Figure 4.6: (Left) Frame attached to the towing tank trolley, actuator and heave plate.
(Center) Load cell. (Right) Top view of the model.

The ratio between the disc depth and the disc radius, h/rd, is large (1.53, see Table

4.1). This implies that the flow will hardly be influenced by the free surface.

In the transversal direction of the basin, some resonance effects may occur for waves

whose speed, Vp, is such that they reflect off the tank walls and reach the leg when it

has entered its rising motion (resonant lateral sloshing mode (Molin, 2001b)). In order

to compute the corresponding period, the wave speed obtained from reflection and phase

velocity obtained from the dispersion relation (Dean and Dalrymple, 1991) are made

equal:

Vp = 3.8/T =
gT

2π
. (4.11)

From this equality (shallow water effects are negligible for this wave length, 3.8 m, in this

basin), the oscillation period is T = 1.56 s. Therefore, for oscillation periods of the order

of T ∼ 1.56 s, some decrease in added mass is expected. This will be further discussed in

the results section of this chapter.

It has to be remarked that similar nonlinearities might be expected in confined con-

figurations such as those of the very influential works from Tao and Dray (2008) and

Wadhwa and Thiagarajan (2009), where a small prismatic tank was used, and that of Li
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Figure 4.7: Sketch of the transversal section of the basin with the column and the plain
disc

et al. (2013) who employed a slender basin (a towing tank), akin to the one used in the

present research. However, apart from comments from Wadhwa and Thiagarajan (2009)

indicating that some corrugations were placed in order to minimize these kinds of effects,

no other mention has been found in the literature.

Water temperature during tests was 293 ± 0.5 K.

4.3.4 Data acquisition

The force signals were acquired with a cell load placed between the actuator and the leg

model (center panel of Fig. 4.6). The cell model was Tedea Huntleigh 615-s-type G, with

a range of ±200 kg and a precision of 0.02%. This uncertainty is lower than the one

associated to the 24 bits analog-digital converter used.

Kulite piezo-resistive pressure sensors (model Xtel-190(M)) with a 5 psi measuring

range and with a 4.2mm sensing diameter (Fig. 4.8) were used to measure the under-

water pressure on the plate. Uncertainty assessment and benchmarking for the pressure

measurement of the system had previously been carried out in a sloshing context (Loysel

et al., 2012; Souto-Iglesias et al., 2011). The “National Instruments” acquisition system

used is composed of a chassis module NI9174n with a single piezo-resistive channels card
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NI9237 for all sensors. The sampling frequency was set at 1Khz.

Figure 4.8: Dynamic piezo-resistive pressure sensor (Kulite) and its internal configuration
(Kulite, 2014).

4.3.5 Pressure differences

As anticipated in the introduction, the experimental campaign also included the direct

measurement of the dynamic pressure on the heave plates, which is a fundamental magni-

tude for their structural design. A sample register of the pressure measured in the sensors,

positioned on the disc as described in section 4.2.2, is presented in Figs. 4.9-4.10. Gauge

pressure is considered. The hydrostatic component, ρ g z(t), has been subtracted from

the readings since such a static component does not affect the plate structural design.

The heave motion is included in the graphs, made non-dimensional with the amplitude

and re-scaled to fit it in the non-dimensional pressure range.

It can be appreciated that, in the central part of the register where the motion has

the targeted amplitude, the pressure time histories are periodic. Looking at the response

in further detail, it can also be appreciated that the pressure is not symmetric when

comparing top and bottom sensors (Figs. 4.11, 4.12). This can be attributed firstly to

the fact that the top side of the plate has the column at the center and, secondly, to the

different relative position of the top and bottom sides of the plate with respect to the free

surface. It is remarkable that high frequency harmonics, due to the onset of nonlinearities
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in the flow, can be appreciated. There are mainly found in the top part of the disc,

occurring more clearly with sensor number 9. A detailed study of these non linear effects

is left for future work.
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Figure 4.9: Pressure time history (hydrostatic component subtracted) sample for the plain
disc configuration (T=1.5s, A=0.1m, KC=0.61). Sensor pairs 5-6 and 4-7. Sensor pair
5-6 is the one closest to the disc edge (sensor positions shown in Fig. 4.2).
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Figure 4.10: Pressure time history (hydrostatic component subtracted) sample for the
plain disc configuration (T=1.5s, A=0.1m, KC=0.61). Sensor pairs 3-8 and 2-9. Sensor
pair 2-9 is nearest to the central cylinder (sensor positions shown in Fig. 4.2).
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Figure 4.11: Close up of the pressure time history samples of Fig. 4.9
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Figure 4.12: Close up of the pressure time history samples of Fig. 4.10

The representative value ∆P of the pressure difference for each sensor pair (upper and

down part of the disc) is defined as:

∆P = max
t∈T
|Pup(t)− Pdown(t)| , (4.12)

where T is the time-periodic interval of both sensor readings.

When comparing results between different experiments, ∆P is made non dimensional
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considering the Bernouilli equation dynamic pressure term:

∆P ′ =
∆P

1
2
ρ(ωA)2

. (4.13)

This nondimensionalization is inherited from the formula for pressure loss due to heave

plate openings discussed in (Molin, 2011).

Two other nondimensionalizations are also considered (eqs. 4.14, 4.15). They use as

reference value for the denominator the pressure corresponding to the force needed to

obtain, in the periodic motion, the maximum acceleration for the added mass plate. For

∆P ′′ the theoretical added mass is considered, while the experimental one is used for

∆P ′′′. In both cases, such force is divided by the disc surface, Sd.

∆P ′′ =
∆P

A33thω
2A/Sd

, (4.14)

∆P ′′′ =
∆P

A33expω
2A/Sd

, (4.15)

where A33th is the theoretical added mass and A33exp is the KC and frequency depen-

dent experimentally found added mass. Following (Sarpkaya and Isaacson, 1981), the

theoretical added mass of a disc oscillating perpendicularly to its plane is :

A33th =
1

3
ρD3

d. (4.16)

This theoretical added mass can be corrected by accounting for the cylindrical column

volume, as in (Tao et al., 2007), yielding a reduction of around 10% (from 333 to 303 kg).

The difference is considered large enough so as to maintain this corrected value as the

reference one. Therefore:

A33th = 303 kg. (4.17)

4.4 Simulation tools

4.4.1 General

For comparative reasons, numerical simulations have been conducted, following common

industry standards, both with a widely used frequency domain commercial panel method -
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to compute added masses - and a commercial RANS CFD - to compute viscous damping

-. The aim is to briefly discuss the accuracy, when used with standard computational

power and widely used commercial software, of these types of computations, by directly

comparing their outcomes to experimental data. We believe this discussion could be

interesting for industry oriented readers.

4.4.2 Frequency domain analysis

The frequency domain analysis was conducted with WADAM, Det Norske Veritas fre-

quency domain software application (DNV, 2011). This code is closely related to WAMIT

(WAMIT, 2012) and has been regularly used in the literature when modeling different hy-

drodynamic problems in the frequency domain (e.g. (Iturrioz et al., 2014)), and FOWTs

dynamics in particular (Bachynski and Moan, 2012; Brommundt et al., 2012). A mesh

sensitivity analysis was conducted to reach final acceptable meshes of around 2000 ele-

ments shown in Fig. 4.13.

No doublet panels were used to model the plates since these are not implemented in

WADAM. This makes convergence unfeasible in strict terms when considering thin plates.

The discs were modeled with finite thickness (5 cm at full scale) and a panel alongside

the thickness dimension of the lip was considered. It is relevant to point out that the

structural radial webs present in the reinforced design (see right panel of Fig. 4.1) have

not been considered in the WADAM model. The reason for this neglect is that they are

not expected to affect neither added mass nor radiation damping induced by the vertical

motions treated in this chapter.

4.4.3 CFD

In order to numerically predict the viscous damping of heave plates, computations with

the commercial finite volume Volume-of-Fluid (VOF) solver ANSYS CFX were performed.

Reference to the use of this computer code in a wave hydrodynamics context can be found

in the literature (see e.g. (Finnegan and Goggins, 2012; Bouali and Larbi, 2013)).

Added mass and damping have been calculated by numerically reproducing, for a fre-

quency range, the experimental forced oscillation tests. Computations have been carried

out at model scale with the aim of performing a direct comparison with experimental

results. The geometrical model used for this calculation was discretized with a locally
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Figure 4.13: WADAM panel mesh used for frequency domain analysis. (Left) plain plate.
(Right) Reinforced plate.

refined axisymmetric mesh of the heave plate covering a one degree sector (Fig. 4.14).

The mesh was further refined close to the oscillating disc in order to adequately resolve

the vorticity generation at the corners and boundary layers. Reasonable quality results

can be obtained with a relatively coarse mesh (200,000 elements for a one degree sector).

For the reinforced plate, half an individual reinforced section, defined by the radial

reinforcement frames was meshed and computed. Mesh details are presented in Fig.

4.15. A Shear Stress Transport (SST) turbulence model (Menter, 1993), implemented in

ANSYS-CFX, was chosen on the basis of its capabilities to model separated flows (Bardina

et al., 1997).
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Figure 4.14: Ansys CFX axisymmetric mesh for the plain heave plate configuration (left).
Mesh detail for the plate edge (right).
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Figure 4.15: Ansys CFX axisymmetric mesh for the reinforced heave plate configuration
(top left). Meshed sector (top right). Detail of the mesh closer to the plate (bottom left)
and corresponding sector (bottom right).
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4.5 Results

4.5.1 Test matrix

Vertical oscillations were performed with different amplitudes (0.05; 0.1, 0.14m) and peri-

ods (1 to 4 s). For each period, the maximum feasible amplitude depended on the actuator

power, leading to smaller motion amplitudes for the highest oscillation frequencies. The

test matrix is presented in Table 4.2, with Re being the Reynolds number and m and p

sub-indexes referring to model and prototype scales respectively. Reynolds number Re is

defined as:

Re =
Dd A ω

ν
, (4.18)

It is easy to check that Re = KC · β.

ω Am T1m KC βm Rem Ap T1p
[rad/s] [m] [s] [m] [s]

1.57 0.05 4 0.309 257542 79695 0.985 17.8
2.09 0.05 3 0.309 342842 106091 0.985 13.3
2.51 0.05 2.5 0.309 411738 127411 0.985 11.1
3.14 0.05 2 0.309 515083 159391 0.985 8.9
4.19 0.05 1.5 0.309 687324 212690 0.985 6.7
4.83 0.05 1.3 0.309 792309 245178 0.985 5.8
6.28 0.05 1 0.309 1030166 318782 0.985 4.4
1.57 0.1 4 0.618 257542 159391 1.97 17.8
2.09 0.1 3 0.618 342842 212183 1.97 13.3
2.51 0.1 2.5 0.618 411738 254822 1.97 11.1
3.14 0.1 2 0.618 515083 318782 1.97 8.9
3.59 0.1 1.8 0.618 588901 364467 1.97 8
4.19 0.1 1.5 0.618 687324 425381 1.97 6.7
4.83 0.1 1.3 0.618 792309 490355 1.97 5.8
1.57 0.14 4 0.866 257542 223147 2.758 17.8
2.09 0.14 3 0.866 342842 297056 2.758 13.3
2.51 0.14 2.5 0.866 411738 356751 2.758 11.1
3.14 0.14 2 0.866 515083 446294 2.758 8.9

Table 4.2: Test matrix

From the forces measured by the load cell located between the actuator and the leg

column, the added mass and damping values are extracted computing the first harmonic
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of the force, F 1
H , and its phase with respect to the imposed movement. As previously

discussed, pressure was measured at different points on the heave plates. The pressure

difference between the upper and lower sides of the heave plate is the relevant design

magnitude and, as such, is herein calculated and discussed.
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4.5.2 Added mass and damping

Analogously to An and Faltinsen (2013), the added mass is made non-dimensional with

the theoretical added mass (eq. 4.16) while damping is made non dimensional with the

same factor times the frequency ω:

A′33 =
A33

A33th

, (4.19)

B′33 =
B33

ωA33th

. (4.20)

Frequency is made, for the graphs, non-dimensional with the theoretical heave resonance

frequency of the platform, whose value at model scale is:

ωmr =

(
ρgSw

M + A33th

)0.5

= 1.5715 rad/s, (4.21)

where Sw is the water-plane area. The corresponding prototype period (2π/ωpr ) is 17.9s,

which is above common operational first order excitations. The periods to be analyzed

have been chosen below this value. It is remarkable that without the heave plate, the

natural heave period would be 9s, a value well within typical operational sea states,

something that would surely penalize operations by increasing the platform downtime.

Added mass experimental results can be seen in Fig. 4.16. A repeatability analysis is

also included, presenting results from series conducted on three consecutive days. Results

from these are quite satisfactory, both for added mass and damping (left and right panels

of Fig. 4.16), since the differences found across consecutive days are small.

It is also remarkable that, in all cases, experimental added masses are above the

theoretical one (eq. 4.16)

There is a relatively weak dependence of the measured added masses with frequency

and a large dependence with KC, something already well documented in the literature

(e.g. (An and Faltinsen, 2013; Li et al., 2013; Garrido-Mendoza et al., 2013)). The weak

dependence with the frequency can be explained by the fact that the depth-radius ratio is

quite large, as discussed in section 4.2.1, which is an indication of a deep water condition

operation regime, for which there is no theoretical frequency dependence of hydrodynamic

coefficients.

Around ω ∼ 2.6ωr there is a minimum in the added mass, which stays consistent
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when doubling KC. Although nonlinearities in the added mass behavior when changing

oscillation periods are found in theoretical analysis in the literature (see e.g. Fig. 5 in

(An and Faltinsen, 2013) and Fig. 1 in (Martin and Farina, 1997)), this irregularity in

the curves can be attributed to a resonance effect due to the reflected waves on the lateral

sides of the basin, as discussed in section 4.3.3. As a consequence, this point deserves no

further attention nor analysis.

With respect to the non-dimensional damping, the dependence is again weak with the

frequency and substantial with KC (right panel of Fig. 4.16).

Following non-dimensional laws of Graham (1980), valid for small KC and for 2D

flows, it is interesting to divide the damping by KC2/3. The curves get closer together

(Fig. 4.17), mainly for low KC, for which the Graham (1980) model was devised. When

performing this operation, Tao and Thiagarajan (2003b) found a better matching with

their own data when dividing the damping by KC3/4 instead of KC2/3.
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Figure 4.16: Experimental added mass and damping coefficients for the plain disc config-
uration

Simulations have been conducted with a state of the art CFD solver (see section 4.4.3).

Results are presented in Fig. 4.18. As can be appreciated, the simulation tool captures

the tendencies with regards to frequency and KC related variability sources. It would be

interesting to investigate in detail, using the CFD, the dissipation mechanisms. Such an

attempt is being pursued in a recent reference (Garrido-Mendoza et al., 2014, 201X).

In the same Fig. 4.18, the added masses estimations by the frequency domain solver

(WADAM) described in section 4.4.2 have also been included. The value is close to

the theoretical one and with a weak frequency dependence. The weak dependence is
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Figure 4.17: Damping coefficients for plain disc configuration, considering (Graham, 1980)
force coefficient non-dimensionalization

in agreement with the theoretical added mass behavior when the disc is oscillating at a

moderate distance from the free surface (see Fig. 1 in (Martin and Farina, 1997)). Due to

its inability to model the viscous damping physics, potential radiation damping obtained

with WADAM was found, as expected, negligible.
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Figure 4.18: Added mas and damping coefficients for plain disc configuration. Compar-
isons with CFD simulations and WADAM.

With regard to comparing these data with the ones existing in the literature, a sum-

mary of the main characteristics, for selected relevant references, is presented in Table

4.3. The following remarks can be made:

1. An and Faltinsen (2013) used rectangular plates placed close to the free-surface and
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Reference PS ES Por. % h/rd td/Dd Re /1e4 KC

A&F (An and Faltinsen, 2013) S R 8,16 0.4, 2.8 0.01 1 - 60 0.17-1.72

Li et al. (2013) S R, + 0,1,5,10 1.82 -5.45 0.01-0.02 0.7-21 0.2-1.2

T&D (Tao and Dray, 2008) C R 2.5 8.38 0.02 0.3-19 0.2-1.2

Present work C R 0 1.53 0.005 8-50 0.31-0.87

Table 4.3: Summary of experimental setup configurations. An equivalent diameter Dd is
defined for square plates. PS stands for plate shape, S for square, C for circular, ES for
edge shape, R for rectangular, + for other edge types, Por. for porosity.

with a depth, h1, of 0.7 m, for which they demonstrated a deep-water reference

condition was provided. The dimensions of their plates were 520 × 365 mm. An

equal area circle of radius re1 = 0.25 m, can be defined. Unfortunately, An and

Faltinsen (2013) only considered porous plates and no meaningful comparison is

thus feasible.

2. Li et al. (2013) tested a square 400 × 400 mm plate at several depths. In this

case, an equivalent radius of re2 = 0.22m can be defined. For their smallest depth,

h2 = 0.4m, the ratio h2/re2 ∼ 3 would double the one used herein. Nonetheless,

some comparisons can be carried out. In order to compare the results, a theoretical

added mass for a rectangular plate in deep-water conditions is defined following (An

and Faltinsen, 2013):

A33th = 2.609ρw

(
LB

π

) 3
2

, (4.22)

with L and B being the length and breadth of the plate respectively. Both values

are the same (400mm) for the Li et al. (2013) setup, leading to a theoretical added

mass of approximately 30kg which will be used to make results from Li et al. (2013)

non-dimensional and thus, compare them with the ones obtained herein.

It is interesting to notice that equation (4.22) shows that the added mass of a

rectangular plate is actually very similar to the theoretical added mass for a disc of

equivalent radius (factor 8/3=2.667 instead of 2.609).

Considering this, and although it could be argued that a comparison between the

hydrodynamic performance of rectangular and circular heave plates could be mean-

ingless, different shapes (circular and square), on the basis of same area and available

literature data, have been compared. While the use of square plates in the oil&gas
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industry truss spar type platforms has been around for quite a few years (see e.g.

(Prislin et al., 1998)), in semi-submersible or spar offshore wind turbine floater con-

cepts, the heave plate shape (circular, (Goupee et al., 2014) , octagonal (Roddier

et al., 2009) or square (Kim et al., 2014b)) is yet an open design factor.

The Li et al. (2013) lowest frequency (0.2 Hz) has been used to non-dimensionalize

their frequency axis.

The comparison with the present research is displayed in Fig. 4.19. In general, Li

et al. (2013) added mass results are slightly smaller and with a weaker variation

with KC. It can be hypothesized that reasons for these differences can be linked

to the different shapes considered (circle and square) and the smaller size of the Li

et al. (2013) model (re2/rd ∼ 0.4). However, further research on both aspects is

necessary.

In order to compare damping coefficients, the equivalent linear damping coefficient

B33 is obtained from the drag coefficient Cd (which is the datum presented by Li

et al. (2013)) as discussed in section 4.3.1.

Results are presented in Fig. 4.20 where it can be seen that damping is significantly

smaller than what was found in the present research. Although an explanation for

this discrepancy is not available at this stage, it can also be hypothesized that part

of the discrepancy might be due to:

(a) The thickness ratio (t/rd) is larger for (Li et al., 2013) since the plate thickness

is the same (5mm) but the equivalent radius is 2.5 times smaller in (Li et al.,

2013) (see Table 4.3). This is expected to reduce the intensity of the detached

flows from the plate edge and thus the hydrodynamic damping.

(b) The different shape (circular and square): more damping could be expected in

principle from the square shape since it provides more perimeter for the same

area. However, specific research is needed to understand its effect.

(c) Finally, the model size being smaller in (Li et al., 2013), viscosity effects could

be expected to be larger (lower Reynolds number), something which could

compensate part of the differences due to Li et al. (2013) model larger thickness

ratio. As for the former items, scale effects on these artefacts are not well

understood and deserve specific research.
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Figure 4.19: Added mas coefficients for the plain disc configuration. Comparisons with
Li et al. (2013).
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Figure 4.20: Damping coefficients for the plain disc configuration. Comparisons with Li
et al. (2013).
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3. Tao and Dray (2008) conducted a set of experiments with solid and porous plates

in deep water conditions. Concerning solid plates, they used a 200mm radius (rd3),

8mm thick (t3) plate with rectangular edges. The depth of the mean position of the

disc is h3 = 1675 mm, with h3/rd3 = 8.4. Their lowest tested frequency (0.1 Hz)

is used to non-dimensionalize their frequency axis. The results of the comparison

are presented in Figs. 4.21, 4.22. Added masses are similar to the ones found in

the present research. Furthermore, damping is smaller than found in the present

research and similar to (Li et al., 2013). A larger t3/rd3 could partially explain it

(see Table 4.3); no wave radiation may be an additional reason for the deviations,

considering that Tao and Dray (2008) are strict deep water conditions.
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Figure 4.21: Added mass coefficients for the plain disc configuration. Comparisons with
Tao and Dray (2008).
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Figure 4.22: Damping coefficients for the plain disc configuration. Comparisons with Tao
and Dray (2008).
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4.5.3 Pressure

Pressure differences in the four sensor pairs are plotted in Fig. 4.23, in which pressure is

made non dimensional with the classical 0.5ρV 2 factor from the Bernouilli equation (see

eq. 4.13).

At this point, it could be argued the plain plate model to be structurally not stiff

enough to prevent significant flow-induced deformations and vibrations. However, model

vibrations were not perceptible during the experimental campaign.

In addition to such perception, since pressure measurements were conducted, some

rough analysis can be carried out: in the worst condition (high KC and frequency), a

maximum pressure difference of around 1500 Pascals was found. Assuming that this max-

imum pressure occurs simultaneously in all the plate, the vertical force to be distributed

on it is of the order of 1200N. Under the assumption of simply supported circular plate,

that load would give rise to a maximum deformation in the centre of around 1.7mm (see

e.g. (Ragab and Bayoumi, 1998) formula 8.34b). Such deformation is of the order of

0.2% of the plate diameter. We think this deformation is clearly too small to affect in any

significant way the flow field nor the measurements.

An improved pressure nondimensionalization can be seen in Fig. 4.24, where the force

due to accelerating the added mass is divided by the heave plate surface Sd, thus obtain-

ing a characteristic pressure. This nondimensionalization can be carried out considering

theoretical or experimentally found added masses (see eqs. 4.14, 4.15). As can be seen,

the curves get closer, independently of KC, when the experimental added masses are con-

sidered for the nondimensionalization. Also, the nondimensionalized values seem quite

consistent, of the order of one, with maximum values of the order of 2 for low frequencies,

which may be a significant result for the structural design of the plate.

With this nondimensionalization, the dependence of pressure differences with KC is

not monotonic. For example, for sensor pair P9-P2, closest to the center column, the mid

KC (0.618) provides the lowest ∆P ′′′ in a large range of frequencies. In the sensor close

to the tip, the trends are even more complex, as can be appreciated in the top left panel

of Fig. 4.24.

It is interesting, once KC has been fixed, to analyze how the values of the pressure,

for the different sensor pairs, change as we move from the disc edge to the intersection

between the disc and the cylindrical column. This representation is the one used in all

panels of Fig. 4.25. For the lowest KC = 0.309, the largest pressure differences take place
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in the sensors closest to the central column (P9-P2). The lowest value corresponds to the

plate edge sensors (P6-P5). For the mid sensors (P8-P3 and P7-P4), the differences are

smaller than for P9-P2. It is interesting to notice that for some frequencies, the larger

values occur for P8-P3 (closer to the center column), while for other frequencies, they

occur for sensor P7-P4 (closer to the edge).

For the intermediate KC = 0.618, the lowest values, by far, correspond to the edge

sensors, with larger difference than for KC = 0.309. The inner sensors present similar

values. For the large KC = 0.866, this trend is even more extreme.
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Figure 4.23: Pressure difference between top and bottom sensors for the plain disc con-
figuration. Nondimensionalization of eq. 4.13. Sensors 5-6 are the ones closest to the disc
edge and 2-9 are the nearest to the central cylinder (sensor positions are shown in Fig.
4.2).
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Figure 4.24: Pressure difference between top and bottom sensors for the plain disc con-
figuration. Nondimensionalizations of eqs. 4.14, 4.15 (sensor positions are shown in Fig.
4.2).
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Figure 4.25: Pressure difference between top and bottom sensors for the plain disc con-
figuration for a fixed KC. Nondimensionalization of eq. 4.15 (sensor positions are shown
in Fig. 4.2).
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4.6 Additional remarks

4.6.1 Prototype geometry

Analyzing the plain disc configuration without any structural reinforcements is relevant

for academic and comparison purposes, along with numerical model calibration. However,

from a structural standpoint, a plain disc configuration is not viable in a practical applica-

tion. At full scale, a diaphanous plate would require a steel thickness that would make it

unaffordable. Therefore, in practice, the disc has to be radially and circularly reinforced.

The proposed configuration to be built is presented in Figs. 4.26-4.27, including one cir-

cular reinforcement - a vertical flap - attached to the disc edge. The influence of this flap

on the hydrodynamic performance of the heave plate is expected to be significant. To the

candidate’s knowledge, this effect has not been documented in the specialized literature,

and only references treating the disc edge sharpness (circular, rectangular) influence on

hydrodynamic performance have been found (Li et al., 2013; Tao and Thiagarajan, 2000).

Figure 4.26: Sketch of the semisubmersible heave plate reinforced prototype configuration,
with frames and edge vertical flap (dimensions in mm at model scale).

The question regarding the vertical flap of the prototype configuration is to what extent

the hydrodynamic characteristics and pressures are affected by this element. Results

for added masses and damping coefficients depending on frequency, for the three KC

considered, are presented in Fig. 4.28. Regarding added masses, an increase with respect
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Figure 4.27: Semisubmersible heave plate with the prototype reinforced configuration:
model (left), sensor positions (mid), sensor arrangement for plate bottom side pressure
measurement (right).

to the plain disc configuration is, in our opinion, expected, due to the fluid captured by the

edge during the motion. However, such an increase only happens for the lowest KC cases.

The WADAM potential flow computations report a substantial increase in added mass

which is actually above the one found experimentally for the lowest KCs. These low KC

values should theoretically be the ones closest to the potential flow solution. As already

pointed out in section 4.4.2, problems appear when to properly represent the potential

flow for these thin geometries without using doublets, a capability that WADAM lacks.

Regarding the damping, there is a significant damping reduction in the reinforced

plates compared to the plain ones. Since the plate leading edge is eliminated, the vortex

shedding is reduced. This reduction is considerable (from 0.4 to 0.2) when comparing e.g.

damping coefficient at the lowest KC and lowest period. This reduction would have a

substantial effect on the heave motion amplitude in extreme weather conditions. Further-

more, if the results are made non-dimensional with the critical damping, the differences

are more patent (Fig. 4.29). Usually, in a frequency domain analysis, heave damping is

estimated to be around 5-6% of the critical one. These damping levels can be considered

conservative since, according to experimental results, they are underestimated. Only at
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very low frequencies, and for the reinforced plate, damping levels below 10% of critical

damping are found.
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Figure 4.28: Experiments: added mass and damping coefficients for plain and reinforced
configurations.

The intermediate KC cases have been simulated with CFD. For this intermediate KC,

a comparison with experimental results of the added mass and damping is presented in

Fig. 4.30. The CFD simulations capture the trends of the different behaviors in the

experiments between the plain and reinforced discs. However, the accuracy of the results
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Figure 4.29: Experiments: damping coefficients, as a fraction of critical damping, for
plain and reinforced configurations.

is lower for the reinforced plate. A snapshot of the computed velocity field for both plate

modes is presented, for a sample case, in Fig. 4.31. The larger intensity of the velocity

gradients for the plain plate, and thus the vorticity and damping generation, is evident

from the image.

Regarding the pressure, for the sensors presented in Fig. 4.27, the pressure differences

for the plain and reinforced disc are compared in Fig. 4.32. It has been decided that

plain and reinforced disc pressure measurements should be compared using the same

non-dimensional factor (hydrostatic pressure) in order to highlight the influence of the

frequency and KC parameters. It has to be noted that the pair P9-P2 has been displaced

radially from the the cylinder wall since the plate has an inner cylindrical ring. The sensor

pair P9-P2 radial position for the plain plate was r/rd = 0.386 whilst this sensor pair is

placed at r/rd = 0.597 m for the reinforced plate (see Figs. 4.2, 4.27). Pair 4-7 is not

available for the reinforced disc cases. The following comments can be made:

1. In absolute terms and compared to the hydrostatic pressure, pressure differences

are small (of the order of 20% at its maximum value). This is not, in itself, very

relevant because the hydrostatic component of the pressure is intrinsically balanced

on the plate. However, from a design point of view, the datum can be considered

relevant since it provides an idea of the order of magnitude of the pressure differences

involved.
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2. For the sensor pair closest to the outer edge (6-5), the pressure difference is signifi-

cantly larger (∼ 50%) for the reinforced case, mainly for the largest KC’s.

3. For the intermediate sensor pair, (8-3), the pressure differences do not vary substan-

tially when compared with the plain plate.

4. For the pair closest to the central column, (9-2), though not directly comparable,

the pressure difference is slightly smaller for the reinforced case, something which

could be directly related to their different radial location.

4.6.2 Application of previous results for prototype design.

The results obtained in this chapter are intended to be useful when trying to improve the

accuracy of time domain simulations in order to design optimized mooring systems. In

these regards, two considerations are worth emphasizing:

1. According to present measurements, and when compared to the simplified plain

plate, a significant reduction in damping occurs for the prototype reinforced config-

uration. This implies that, in order to remain on the safe side, the reinforced plate,

equipped with the vertical flap, should be included in the model for tank tests of

the whole floater and turbine.

2. Potential radiation damping is very low, with viscous damping being the dominating

one for a heave plate of such submergence. Having an accurate estimation of the

total damping for a range of KCs allows for the definition of equivalent quadratic

Morison elements (Sarpkaya and Isaacson, 1981) and effectively tune their intensity,

that is, depending on the KC regime under analysis. With such tuning, these

elements can be incorporated to the geometrical heave plates in order to model their

viscous damping properties when conducting a time domain analysis for mooring

computation with e.g. SIMO RIFLEX, widely spread amongst offshore wind turbine

hydrodynamic design engineers (Cordle and Jonkman, 2011).

Therefore, although, in the case studies, linear damping has been the chosen mean

to represent the hydrodynamic damping, the quadratic drag coefficient (eq. (4.6)),

which is used to define such Morison elements, is relevant for this section. Its

representation for the plain and reinforced plate is included in Fig. 4.33.
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The difference between both plates seems even more patent looking at the quadratic

drag coefficient, with the reinforced plate roughly halving the values of the plain one.

For the plain disc, the frequency dependence of Cd is not large while KC influence

seems more intricate: as can be appreciated in Fig. 4.33, Cd diminishes with KC

for the limited considered values, with the (KC − Cd) curve slope decreasing with

KC in absolute terms (it is smaller from KC = 0.618 to KC = 0.866 than from

KC = 0.309 to KC = 0.618). These observations are qualitatively in agreement

with those of Li et al. (2013) (see their Fig. 6).

For the flapped reinforced plate, the behavior is more complex, with some variations

in the drag coefficient with frequency for the lowest KC and minimum Cd′s being

obtained for the intermediate KC. Even though investigating in detail at these

aspects would require a dedicated research and is left for future work, a conservative

value of Cd = 4.0 for time-domain modeling can be recommended.

4.7 Summary of this chapter

Hydrodynamics of a heave plate design for a semi-submersible offshore wind turbine has

been discussed in the present chapter. The considered platform is composed of three

cylindrical legs linked together by a set of structural braces. The cylinders provide floata-

bility and restoring forces and moments. Large circular heave plates have been attached

to their bases. A large scale model of the leg has been built. The final dimensions of the

specimen (one meter diameter discs) make it, to the candidate’s knowledge, the largest

for which data has been published. The model design allows for the fitting of either a

plain solid heave plate or a flapped reinforced one; both have been built. The latter is

a model scale reproduction of the prototype heave plate and includes some distinctive

features, the most important being the inclusion of a vertical flap on its perimeter.

Forced heave oscillation tests have been conducted for a range of frequencies and

amplitudes, with both the solid plain model and the vertical flap one. Forces have been

measured, from which added mass and damping coefficients have been obtained. These

are necessary to accurately compute time-domain simulations of mooring design. The

coefficients have been compared with literature, and potential flow and CFD predictions.

In order to provide information for the structural design of the platform, pressure

measurements on the top and bottom side of the heave discs have been recorded and
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pressure differences analyzed.

The following outcomes can be enumerated:

1. Damping and added mass coefficients show, on one hand, a small dependence with

frequency and, on the other hand, a large dependence with the motion amplitude,

which is coherent with previously published research.

2. Measurements with the prototype plate, equipped with the vertical flap, show that

damping drops significantly when comparing this to the plain one. This implies

that, for tank tests of the whole floater and turbine, the prototype plate, equipped

with the flap, should be incorporated to the model.

3. Added mass values do not suffer large alterations when comparing the plain plate

and the one equipped with a vertical flap.

4. A conservative damping coefficient equal to 6% of the critical damping can be con-

sidered adequate for the prototype heave plate for frequency domain analysis. A

corresponding drag coefficient equal to 4.0 can be used in time domain simulations

to define Morison elements.

5. When comparing to published data, some discrepancies in added mass and damp-

ing coefficients for the solid plain plate have been found. Explanations have been

suggested, focusing mainly on differences in thickness ratio and distance to the free

surface, and eventual scale effects.

6. Time-periodic responses in the pressure time histories have been identified. They

include, mainly for top side sensors, high frequency components.

7. Pressures on the plate equipped with the vertical flap are similar in magnitude to

those of the plain plate, even though substantial differences are present close to the

edge, where the flap induces a larger pressure difference in the reinforced case.

8. The maximum pressure difference scales coherently with the force equivalent to the

acceleration of the added mass, distributed over the disc surface.

9. Added mass coefficient values predicted with the potential solver (WADAM) are

not accurate enough. The used solver does not contemplate modeling thin plates
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with doublets. The relatively low accuracy of the results highlights the importance

of these elements when performing potential flow simulations of offshore platforms

which include thin plates.

10. For the full CFD solver (Ansys CFX), the accuracy of the computations is found

reasonable for the plain plate. Such accuracy diminishes for the disc equipped with

a vertical flap, an expected result considering the greater complexity of the flow.

A number of future research ideas spring from the present work, namely:

1. Investigate, using CFD analysis, the origin of lower damping values in the prototype

disc, equipped with a vertical flap.

2. Investigate, in order to explain the differences between previously published data

and present results, scale effects and shape influence on heave plates hydrodynamics.

3. Conduct CFD analysis of the pressure registers, investigating the origin of the non-

linearities found, eventually linking them to hydrodynamic forces with high fre-

quency harmonics.

4. Improve the damping properties of the prototype plate by displacing the edge ver-

tical flap towards the the plate center in order to induce more vortex shedding.

5. Having an accurate estimation of the total damping for a range of KCs is important

for the definition of equivalent quadratic Morison elements and for effectively tuning

their intensity. With such a tuning, these elements can be incorporated to the

geometrical heave plate in order to mimic the damping properties of the plates

when conducting a time domain analysis for mooring computation. Details and

validation of such tuning procedures are left for future research.

6. Future research effort should be dedicated to understand the tendencies in the drag

coefficient for the flapped reinforced configuration, which present significant differ-

ences with respect to the plain one, as discussed in this chapter.
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Figure 4.30: Added mass and damping coefficients for the plain and reinforced disc con-
figurations: comparisons with CFD.
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Figure 4.31: Velocity field computed by CFD for sample case (Am = 0.1 m, T1m = 2.5 s)
with plain plate (left side of the image) and reinforced one (right side of the image).
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Chapter 5

Second order surge motions

5.1 General

The second-order hydrodynamics 1 of the semi-submersible concept for FOWTs has re-

ceived some attention in the recent literature: Philippe et al. (2012) presented the results

of time-domain simulations considering different models for the hydrodynamic loads and

some non-linear effects are considered by introducing Morison elements. Gueydon and

Weller (2012) considered as well some second order effects, namely the surge mean and

slow-drifts. Nonetheless, not much emphasis has been given on the impact that the slow-

drift forces may have on the design of the moorings and on the difficulties that may be

faced for a reliable estimation of these forces.

Indeed, the dimensioning of the mooring system that will be responsible for restraining

the floater excursions within predefined limits is an important aspect of the FOWT design.

In a somewhat conventional design procedure, such dimensioning is based on the mooring

lines loads predicted by means of an extensive set of time-domain simulations of the

FOWT dynamics comprising different environmental conditions (combinations of waves,

current and wind conditions), aimed at representing the metocean statistics of the region

in which the system will operate. In these simulations, wave loads are usually taken

into account by the input of frequency-domain results (added masses, radiation damping,

1The main materials of this chapter have been included in the paper:
Lopez-Pavon, C., Watai, R. A., Ruggeri, F., Simos, A., and Souto-Iglesias, A. (2015). Influence of wave

induced second-order forces in semi-submersible FOWT mooring design. Journal of Offshore Mechanics
and Arctic Engineering, 137(3):031602-031612.

95
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excitation forces or impulse response functions) obtained from a radiation-diffraction code.

Theoretically speaking, the nonlinear action of the waves on the structure is commonly

described by means of a perturbation method considering effects in different orders of

magnitude (with respect to the wave amplitude), decomposing the originally nonlinear

boundary-value problem (BVP) for determining the velocity potential into a sequence of

linear BVPs for determining the potentials in different orders of magnitude. This method

is considered valid based on the assumption that the wave amplitudes and body motions

may be considered sufficiently small. For standard seakeeping analysis of offshore systems,

the method is usually carried out considering only linear (i.e., harmonic effects with the

same period of the waves and magnitude proportional to the wave amplitude) and second-

order effects (effects whose magnitudes are proportional to the wave amplitudes squared).

Due to the relatively small magnitude of the second-order forces, however, their action is

only important in practice when they may be amplified by some sort of dynamic resonance

of the system, such as a resonance in the drift motions of the platform. For a system like

the one treated in this thesis, composed by a semi-submersible floater moored by means of

a catenary mooring system, the natural periods of drift are usually high (certainly higher

than those of the waves with significant energy in the sea spectrum) and therefore only

the so-called difference-frequency (or low-frequency) second-order forces are relevant in

the analysis.

The low-frequency second-order forces that induce resonant excursions in the hori-

zontal plane (surge, sway and yaw motions) are also known as slow-drift forces. Their

occurrence is a result of interaction effects between waves of different frequencies and

therefore is associated with the wave groups (or wave envelopes) that evolve in any par-

ticular sea condition. If ωi and ωj represent the frequencies of a pair of sinusoidal wave

components present in the wave spectrum, this pair will contribute to the slow-drift forces

with a force term that oscillates with the difference-frequency δω = ωi − ωj. When the

frequency difference-frequency δω is close to a natural frequency of the moored system,

the resonant motions are amplified and, together with the constant effects also induced

by waves (mean drift), will commonly impose significant loadings on the mooring system.

For several reasons (more details given ahead), an accurate calculation of the second-

order forces may be difficult to guarantee and it is not unusual that different numerical

codes (based on different approximations) may render somewhat divergent results. For

a system with a tight cost structure, as is normally the case for the FOWTs, these
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uncertainties may have a considerable impact on the costs of the mooring system and,

ultimately, on the economic aspects of the whole project.

Furthermore, in order to make the designer’s task a bit more challenging, the ex-

perimental verification of the slow-drift effects is quite difficult, as measurements of the

low-frequency forces are hard to obtain and indirect verifications based on the resonant

motions depend on other factors such as the viscous damping of the model, the geometrical

characteristics of the mooring system, etc.

Motivated by the considerations above, the main focus of this chapter is on the esti-

mation and verification of the second-order wave induced forces on the semi-submersible

floater. For that, first a quick theoretical background on the mathematical description

of the slow-drift forces is provided. Next, a general overview of the floater and mooring

configuration is given, followed by a discussion on the influence that the slow-drift forces

(represented by the so-called quadratic transfer functions, QTFs) may have on the moor-

ing system dimensioning. The subsequent sections of the chapter deal with a first stage

in the attempt to verify the adequacy of the numerical predictions of such forces. This

is done by means of direct measurement of second-order forces in captive model tests in

bichromatic waves. A description of the tests is provided, emphasizing the main technical

difficulties involved and the methods adopted for post-processing the experimental data.

Numerical results that reproduce the conditions of the model tests are obtained with the

second-order module of the software WAMIT and the QTF values are directly compared

with the amplitudes of the low-frequency forces estimated from the load records.

Both the experimental and numerical analysis performed in this chapter are based

on surge degree of freedom of the semisubmersible platform, this DOF has been the

only considered doe to several reasons; The directionality of the extreme sea states at

the installation location (BIMEP test area) focused on N-NW direction (coming from

criteria) and the platform orientation is referenced to such direction (two columns oriented

perpendicular to such direction); the platform has a high degree of symmetry due to its

triangular shape and is composed of relatively slender elements, been surge slow-drift

forces analysis relevant for sway direction also; due to limited resources on experimental

campaign only surge could be analyzed on tank test.
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5.2 Theoretical background

Following (Pinkster, 1980), it may be shown that the low-frequency second-order force

may be written as the summation of five different components, as (a similar equation may

be found in the same reference for the second-order moment):

F2(t) =

∫ ∫
SB

(
−ρ∂φ2

∂t

)
n0dS +

∮
WL

ρg
(
ζ(1),r

)2
n0dl +

∫ ∫
SB

(
−1

2
ρ∇φ1 · ∇φ1

)
n0dS

+

∫ ∫
SB

(
−ρX1

∂φ1

∂t

)
n0dS −m [R1]

{
Ẍ1

}
(5.1)

In Eq. 5.1, φ1 and φ2 represent, respectively, the first and second order velocity potentials,

obtained as the result of the solution of the corresponding BVPs. X1 and Ẍ1 represent

the first-order (wave-frequency) motions and accelerations of the floating body, while ζ(1),r

indicates the wave elevation relative to the body axes along the body’s waterline. n0 is

the mean value of the body normal vector in time, representing the normal vector of the

mean body surface SB and [R1] is the linear rotation matrix.

The first force component in Eq. 5.1 brings the contribution of the second-order po-

tential. Without any further simplification of the seakeeping problem, this is the most

difficult component to estimate, the one that ultimately requires a more complex numer-

ical model for dealing with the solution of the second-order BVP. As a matter of fact,

following the classical perturbation method in which the theoretical model is based, one

may realize that the solution of the second-order BVP is forced by first-order solution.

One of the consequences of this is, for example, that the second-order free-surface bound-

ary condition is an inhomogeneous PDE that is not automatically satisfied by the Green

Function that most radiation-diffraction codes based on Boundary-Element Methods use

for the solution of the first-order problem (WAMIT included). As a result, for the nu-

merical solution of the second-order problem, not only the body surface, but also the

free-surface must be represented by a numerical mesh in order to be discretized. In gen-

eral, the free-surface mesh leads to a significant increase in the dimensions of the problem

and, in practice, renders the numerical convergence of the solution more difficult to guar-

antee. Consequently, the solution of the second-order problem also results much more

time consuming if compared to the linear solution.

All the other four components in Eq. 5.1 represent quadratic contributions of the first-
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order solution and may be computed based exclusively on the solution of the first-order

problem. Although much quicker to derive if compared to the contribution of the second-

order potential, their computation is also not free of risks: one may remind, for example,

that the numerical computation of the flow velocity (gradient of the velocity potential)

on the body surface in a low-order discretization scheme 2 requires a much more refined

mesh in order to guarantee numerical convergence; also, as the forces depend on the first-

order motions, appropriate damping considerations must be taken into account in order

to avoid spurious amplifications near the resonant frequencies.

It can be shown (see, for instance, (Pinkster, 1980)), that the forces that are repre-

sented in Eq. 5.1 as a function of time may alternatively be written in the frequency

domain considering pairs of sinusoidal wave components with frequencies (ωi;ωj), as in-

dicated in Eq. 5.2, below:

F2,α = Re
∑
i

∑
j

Ai Aj Tα(ωi;ωj) exp {−i [ωi − ωj]t+ εi − εj} (5.2)

where Ai, Aj represent the wave amplitudes and εi, εj the corresponding phases. The

function Tα(ωi;ωj) corresponds then to the amplitude of the second-order force per unitary

wave amplitude and is known as the quadratic transfer function (QTF). The index α in

Eq. 5.2 indicates the motion (d.o.f.) for which it is considered.

By the definition of the QTF expressed in Eq. 5.2, one may readily see that for pairs

with the same frequency (ωi;ωj) its value corresponds to the mean-drift force, i.e.:

Tα(ω;ω) = Dα(ω) (5.3)

Due to the inherent difficulties faced in the computation of the QTFs, some approxima-

tions for the slow-drift forces have been proposed in literature, mainly aiming to avoid

the problems associated with the calculation of the second-order potential φ2. Among

these, one of the most widely used is the so-called Newman’s approximation (Newman,

1974), which makes use of some symmetry properties of the QTF matrix to derive an

approximation based exclusively on the mean drift forces, which is valid for deep water

problems under certain conditions. One of the forms in which this approximation is often

2The so-called low-order methods represent the body geometry by means of flat panels and the velocity
potential is considered constant over each panel surface.
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used is given in Eq. 5.4.

Tα(ω;ω + δω) = Dα(ω + δω/2) (5.4)

The advantage in using Newman’s approximation results from the fact that the mean-

drift forces can be computed exclusively from the first-order solution. The validity of the

approximation is based on the supposition that the frequency difference (δω) is small,

and its error is of the order O(δω2). For large offshore systems in deep water (such

as oil production semis and FPSOs), which normally have natural periods of drifts well

above 100s, Newman’s approximation is acknowledged as a useful method for estimating

the slow-drift forces. As the resonance periods and water depths decrease, however, the

errors involved in its application may result unacceptable for design purposes3.

For the FOWT considered in this study, which is designed to operate at a water

depth of 80m (one may expect it’s hydrodynamics to be affected to some extent by

bottom effects) and with natural periods of surge and sway slightly below 60 seconds, the

reliability in the application of Newman’s approximation is uncertain.

Further ahead in this chapter, a preliminary verification of the QTFs obtained with

the software WAMIT is presented, comparing the second-order forces to those measured

in captive model tests. Results will also be used to evaluate the agreement that may be

obtained with the consideration of Newman’s approximation. Before that, however, a brief

description of the platform and mooring configuration is presented and the importance of

the slow-drift forces for the mooring design is discussed.

5.3 The semi-submersible platform

The structure of the floater consists of three vertical columns linked by braces. A circular

heave plate is connected to the bottom of each column, as a means to increase the natural

period in heave and, as a consequence, to prevent any significant resonant motions in

waves. The main dimensions of the platform are given in Table 4.1 in chapter 4, and Fig.

1.12 in same chapter presents a schematic view of the floater geometry.

3One may refer to the discussion provided by Matos et al. (2011) on this subject, when dealing with
the similar problem of resonant motions of a semi-submersible platform in roll and pitch
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5.4 Mooring

The mooring (Fig. 5.1) is composed of 3 catenary lines connected at the top of each

column. The complete mooring system is highly pretensioned and relative small excursions

are allowed to prevent any collisions between mooring chains and heave plates during

extreme events. Another limitation for the mooring design is the reduced area for anchor

installation, due to the small area of the test zone available for the platform (less than

500m radius for anchor installation). The chain has been oversized in weight to provide

a high catenary effect and to prevent any vertical uplift of the drag anchor selected.

Figure 5.1: Mooring configuration

Extreme weather conditions are a combination of extreme wind gust event with ex-

treme sea states up to an Hs of 13.4m and current velocities up to 1.2m/s.

During initial stages of the mooring design, the influence of the second order effects on

the maximum tension was investigated for the extreme conditions. As a result, differences

up to 15% in the tensions at the anchor point were obtained when comparing the results

considering the slow-drifts of the platform (computed using full QTF) to those obtained

in a linear analysis. Time domain seakeeping tool (SIMO/Riflex) has been used for this

comparison.

Table 5.1 presents the variations obtained in different simulations, taking as a reference

the results obtained with the full 6dof QTF calculation. The only changes concern the

models adopted for representing the second-order forces, which were computed considering

also a 2dof-only QTF (surge, sway), Newman’s approximation and, finally, neglected
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Table 5.1: Variations obtained in time domain simulations

in a linear analysis. All results were obtained in 3h simulations of extreme conditions

considering wind, waves and current effects.

The numerical model comprises radiation and diffraction forces from the potential

tool WADAM (DNV, 2011). Drag forces on the heave plates were calibrated in the

time domain numerical model to take into account the highly viscous effects on those

elements for the heave, pitch and roll motions. Captive (forced oscillation) tests were

performed in model scale and proper viscous elements were implemented for the heave

plates via Morison formulation to adjust drag forces in the numerical model. No correction

was made in the heave and pitch/roll added mass coefficients as the differences between

potential code and test results were considered to be small. The numerical model was

also checked against free decay tests. Current effects on the platform were accounted for

via a quadratic formulation with coefficients calibrated against towing tests in calm water

for different headings. For the simulations in extreme conditions, the wind turbine is

considered to be in ”parked” mode (no power generation) and thus a simplified quadratic

drag formulation was used to take into account wind forces on the tower, wind turbine

and floater structure above mean sea level.

By the analysis of the results presented in Table 5.1, one may infer that the main

contributions to the slow-drift tensions indeed come from the drifts in surge and sway. It

can also be seen that the slow-drift motions do have a significant impact on the maximum

tensions predicted for the moorings, and this emphasizes the importance of checking the
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reliability of the numerical models adopted for the prediction of the second-order wave

forces.

5.5 Experimental verification: captive model tests

Given the uncertainties usually associated to the numerical modeling of the low-frequency

second-order forces, an experimental campaign aiming at verifying the adequacy of the

QTFs predicted numerically was devised. This campaign is to be executed in two stages.

The first one involved a series of captive model tests in bichromatic waves in an attempt

to make direct measurements of the low-frequency loads. The second stage (yet to be

completed), on the other hand, comprises more extensive tests with a model moored in

regular, bichromatic and also irregular waves. In this second stage, forces on the mooring

lines and displacements of the model will both be used for comparison purposes. In this

chapter, only the results respective to the first stage are presented.

The main advantages that motivated the execution of the captive model tests are

the fact that steady-states can be obtained easier if compared to the situation when the

model is moored and also the relatively easy model set-up required for the tests. On the

down side, however, one should realize that the loads to be measured do not represent

the more general (and practical) case of the free-floating platform. As the model is

fixed, no contribution of the first-order motions on the second-order loads will be present.

As an additional problem, one may remind the technical difficulties associated with the

measurement of the small (second-order) low-frequency loads (this issue will be discussed

in more details ahead in this section).

The captive model tests were performed at the Canal de Ensayos Hidrodinmicos de

El Pardo (CEHIPAR). For the execution of the tests, a 1:19 small-scale model of the

semi-submersible floater (main data in prototype scale was given in Table 4.1 in chapter

4) was mounted on a dynamometer fixed to the CEHIPAR’s ocean basin carriage. The

basin dimensions are 150m x 30m x5m, and it is equipped with a multiflap type wave

maker in one of its extremities. Fig. 5.2 presents a sketch of the wave basin and Fig. 5.3

the model mounted on the carriage during the tests.

Due to time constraints, only one wave direction was tested, corresponding to head

waves on the model. The selection of the wave parameters was conducted observing a

series of aspects concerning the hydrodynamic phenomena to be measured and also the
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Figure 5.2: CEHIPAR ocean basin dimensions

wave basin limitations. First, for selecting the pairs of frequencies for the bichromatic wave

components (ω1, ω2 = ω1 +δω), one was primarily interested on those that in practice will

promote resonant excitations when the prototype is moored in waves. This means that, for

the head waves condition, the main interest would be on a range of frequency-differences

(δω) around the natural frequency of surge drift that is predicted in the platform design.

The natural period is an estimated Tn = 57.6s (real scale), thus corresponding to a natural

frequency of ωn = 0.11 rad/s. For technical reasons, however, a slightly higher value of

frequency-difference had to be adopted, and a δω = 0.15 rad/s was chosen as the main

target for the tests. The values of the first frequency (ω1) were then chosen within the

typical range of energy of a sea spectrum (minimum period of 7s and maximum of 17s,

in the tests; real scale) and therefore the second frequency ω2 was calculated accordingly

for the desired value of (periods varied from 5s to 12s; real scale). Besides the main δω

of 0.15rad/s, a few extra tests were performed for higher values of frequency difference,

corresponding to 0.24 and 0.34rad/s, comprising a total of 17 different tests. All the tests

were performed for periods long enough to encompass a minimum of 10 cycles of each

wave group, aiming at guaranteeing a reasonable range of steady-state records. Regarding
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Figure 5.3: Semi-submersible model fixed on CEHIPAR ocean basin dynamometer

the wave amplitudes, they were selected in such a way that each wave component had a

maximum steepness of 2% (in terms of wave height per wave length) in order to avoid

significant nonlinear effects on the incoming waves and to limit the influence of viscous

effects.

Definitely, the main technical difficulty regarding this tests comes from the small

magnitude of the low-frequency forces, that shall be measured simultaneously to those

that occur at wave-frequency (first-order loads), which are, obviously, much larger. For

coping with this problem, the dynamometer used to perform the load records was a

Kempf&Remmers model R-50 6dof Dynamometer, with 7.5 kN cells with a deviation in

average measurement less than 0.15%, this equipment is used in tests that require quite

accurate force measurements, as for tests of the America’s Cup yachts, for example.

For illustration purposes, Fig. 5.4 and Fig. 5.5 present, respectively excerpts of
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the wave elevation and surge load records, both measured simultaneously along one of

the bichromatic wave tests. In these records, the modulation of the wave envelope that

oscillates with a frequency δω = 0.15 rad/s is clearly visible.

In order to extract the low-frequency load components from the force records, two

different methods were used and their results were subsequently compared. The first one

was based on the adjustment of the coefficients of a Fourier series on the surge force

records in time-domain, such an adjustment being performed by means of a least-square

algorithm. The second, on the other hand, was based on the spectral representation of the

loads (generated by a FFT routine), with the amplitudes of waves and loads being obtained

directly from the spectra in frequency-domain (considering the different frequency ranges

of interest). Both methods rendered quite similar results, and this enhanced the confidence

on the analysis of the load signals.

For illustrating the agreement obtained, Table 5.2, below, presents the amplitude of

the low-frequency loads evaluated by both methods (time-domain TD; frequency-domain

FD). All results are already converted to real-scale. Also presented are the average val-

ues (AV), which will be used in the next section for the sake of comparisons with the

numerical results, and the variation between both estimations. It can be seen that a

maximum variation of 12% was obtained in the analysis of the second-order loads. The

significant difference between these amplitudes and those corresponding to the first-order

loads should also be stressed. In fact, the amplitude of the wave-frequency loads ranged

roughly from 1000kN to 4000kN for the different tests. This means that the low-frequency

loads pursued had magnitudes that, even in the most favourable situations, corresponded

to less than 5% of the total load measured by the dynamometer. These figures stress, once

again, the technical challenge that is faced when trying to obtain reliable measurements

of the second-order forces in captive model tests.

5.6 Numerical model

The numerical prediction of the wave forces was performed using the frequency domain

panel method code WAMIT(WAMIT, 2012) and versions 6.106S and 6.418S-Preliminary

of its second-order module were tested in the analysis.

The HiPRWind project floater, which is the one considered in present research, as

discussed in the Introduction chapter, contains geometric details that should be modeled
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For illustrating the agreement obtained, Table 3, below, presents 
the amplitude of the low-frequency loads evaluated by both 
methods (time-domain TD; frequency-domain FD). All results 
are already converted to real-scale. Also presented are the 
average values (AV), which will be used in the next section for 
the sake of comparisons with the numerical results, and the 
variation between both estimations.  
It can be seen that a maximum variation of 12% was obtained 
in the analysis of the second-order loads. The significant 
difference between these amplitudes and those corresponding to 
the first-order loads should also be stressed. In fact, the 
amplitude of the wave-frequency loads ranged roughly from 
1000kN to 4000kN for the different tests. This means that the 
low-frequency loads pursued had magnitudes that, even in the 
most favourable situations, corresponded to less than 5% of the 
total load measured by the dynamometer. These figures stress, 
once again, the technical challenge that is faced when trying to 
obtain reliable measurements of the second-order forces in 
captive model tests.  
 
Table 3 – Amplitude of low-frequency 2nd order forces (F2(-)) 

extracted from the load records (TD: time-domain analysis; FD: 
frequency-domain analysis; AV: average value; : variation). 

All values converted to real-scale 

 
 
NUMERICAL MODEL 
The numerical prediction of the wave forces was performed 
using the frequency domain panel method code WAMIT® and 
versions 6.106S and 6.418S-Preliminary of its second-order 
module were tested in the analysis. 
The HiPRWind floater contains geometric details that should be 
modeled carefully, namely the heave plates and the hull braces. 
The former can be modeled as a zero thickness elements 
(dipole elements), while the later require some attention as 
intersections between braces and columns present a somewhat 
complex geometry. Indeed, as the frequency-domain results are 
intended to be used later also for the analysis of the floating 
platform, some preliminary calculations indicated that the 
braces do have a significant contribution to the excitation forces 
and motion RAOs and, thus, could not be disregarded. 

A first model was done using WAMIT’s higher order approach, 
where the geometries are described by splines and all quantities 
are continuous inside each patch. Dipole patches were used to 
model the heave plates since the thickness of these structures is 
very small and would require a very fine discretization to 
reproduce the pressure “jump” across the plate sizes. The 
geometry concerning this model can be seen in Figure 5, 
including the patches modelled as dipoles (in blue and red). 
Nonetheless, during the second-order analysis, some limitations 
concerning the WAMIT modules were faced and this first 
geometric model had to be subsequently modified. As dipole 
patches could not be used with the 2nd order module, the heave 
plates were alternatively modelled with conventional source 
panels as disks of constant thickness. The adjustment is not 
straightforward as a small thickness of the disk may also lead to 
problems in numerical convergence. After tests with different 
values, a thickness of 0.4m was adopted as a reasonable 
solution, mostly based on the small variation it produced on the 
heave added mass (typically around 5% compared to the dipole 
mesh). WAMIT’s recent 6.418S-Preliminary 2nd order module 
was tested as a first option, but it did not accept the higher 
order representation of the body geometry. For using this 
module, the geometry had to be specified in a low order 
scheme, which, in turn, required further simplifications of the 
body geometry with the exclusion of the upper braces (braces 
that cross the free-surface; refer to Figure 5). Furthermore, a 
reasonable numerical convergence of the mean drift forces 
could not be achieved and the use of the low order model was 
finally discarded. The best alternative found was to use the 
higher order geometry representation (with all braces, and 
heave plates modelled as equivalent cylinders) with a former 
second-order module, namely the 6.106S version. 
 

 
Figure 5 - Higher order mesh (dipole patches are highlighted in 

blue and red) 
 
With respect to the free-surface mesh, the automatic free-
surface discretization available with the WAMIT code was used 
and an extensive convergence analysis was performed for 
adjusting the meshing parameters.  As a result, an inner mesh 
with a radius of 75m and panel size of 10m was adopted. 
Considering the symmetry in the central vertical plane, the free-
surface mesh consisted of 27857 panels, and an illustration of 
this mesh is presented in Figure 6, below. 

Test T1 (s) T2 (s) F2(‐) (kN) TD F2(‐) (kN) FD F2(‐) (kN) AV  (%)

B1 16,98 12,16 11,60 12,32 11,96 ‐6,03

B2 15,00 10,23 18,67 18,79 18,73 ‐0,66

B3 15,00 11,11 16,63 18,78 17,70 ‐12,18

B4 9,47 7,76 35,95 36,17 36,06 ‐0,62

B5 15,00 6,92 49,53 49,87 49,70 ‐0,68

B6 8,26 6,92 15,83 15,65 15,74 1,13

B7 7,76 5,96 22,61 22,43 22,52 0,81

B8 6,92 5,96 28,09 28,02 28,05 0,23

B9 7,32 5,70 29,96 30,56 30,26 ‐2,01

B10 6,57 5,70 26,18 26,49 26,33 ‐1,20

B11 7,76 5,45 30,39 30,26 30,32 0,43

B12 6,92 5,45 24,77 25,12 24,95 ‐1,41

B13 6,25 5,45 20,43 19,95 20,19 2,39

B14 7,32 5,23 30,24 30,74 30,49 ‐1,67

B15 6,57 5,23 24,37 24,25 24,31 0,49

B16 5,96 5,23 18,79 18,83 18,81 ‐0,26

B17 6,92 5,03 18,69 19,29 18,99 ‐3,16

Table 5.2: Amplitude of low-frequency 2nd order forces (F2(-)) extracted from the load
records (TD: time-domain analysis; FD: frequency-domain analysis; AV: average value; :
variation). All values converted to real-scale
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Figure 5.4: Excerpts of records: wave elevation in meters. Test of bichromatic wave with
δω = 0.15 rad/s

carefully, namely the heave plates and the hull braces. The former can be modeled

as a zero thickness elements (dipole elements), while the later require some attention as

intersections between braces and columns present a somewhat complex geometry. Indeed,

as the frequency-domain results are intended to be used later also for the analysis of

the floating platform, some preliminary calculations indicated that the braces do have a

significant contribution to the excitation forces and motion RAOs and, thus, could not

be disregarded.

A first model was done using WAMIT’s higher order approach, where the geometries

are described by splines and all quantities are continuous inside each patch. Dipole patches

were used to model the heave plates since the thickness of these structures is very small

and would require a very fine discretization to reproduce the pressure ”jump” across the
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Figure 5.5: Excerpts of records: surge load in kN/m. Test of bichromatic wave with
δω = 0.15 rad/s

plate sizes. The geometry concerning this model can be seen in Fig. 5.6, including the

patches modeled as dipoles (in blue and red).

Nonetheless, during the second-order analysis, some limitations concerning the WAMIT

modules were faced and this first geometric model had to be subsequently modified. As

dipole patches could not be used with the 2nd order module, the heave plates were al-

ternatively modelled with conventional source panels as disks of constant thickness. The

adjustment is not straightforward as a small thickness of the disk may also lead to prob-

lems in numerical convergence. After tests with different values, a thickness of 0.4m was

adopted as a reasonable solution, mostly based on the small variation it produced on

the heave added mass (typically around 5% compared to the dipole mesh). WAMIT’s

recent 6.418S-Preliminary 2nd order module was tested as a first option, but it did not

accept the higher order representation of the body geometry. For using this module,
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Figure 5.6: Higher order mesh (dipole patches are highlighted in blue and red)

the geometry had to be specified in a low order scheme, which, in turn, required further

simplifications of the body geometry with the exclusion of the upper braces (braces that

cross the free-surface; refer to Fig. 5.6). Furthermore, a reasonable numerical conver-

gence of the mean drift forces could not be achieved and the use of the low order model

was finally discarded. The best alternative found was to use the higher order geometry

representation (with all braces, and heave plates modeled as equivalent cylinders) with a

former second-order module, namely the 6.106S version.

With respect to the free-surface mesh, the automatic free-surface discretization avail-

able with the WAMIT code was used and an extensive convergence analysis was performed

for adjusting the meshing parameters. As a result, an inner mesh with a radius of 75m

and panel size of 10m was adopted. Considering the symmetry in the central vertical

plane, the free-surface mesh consisted of 27857 panels, and an illustration of this mesh is

presented in Fig. 5.7.

Besides the panel mesh represented in Fig. 5.7, the free-surface model is complemented

by means of external annular regions in which asymptotic approximations are assumed

(for details, see WAMIT, 2004). In the present analysis, three annular regions with a

width of 30m each were considered, resulting in an external radius of the free-surface of
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165m.
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Figure 5.7: Free surface mesh used in the second order analysis

5.7 Comparison between numerical and experimen-

tal results

Comparisons between numerical and experimental results are based directly on the am-

plitudes of the oscillatory forces per unit wave amplitude. The wave-frequency (linear)

force components are considered first. Experimental results are obtained from the force

records by estimating the force amplitude for each component of the bichromatic wave

and dividing it by the corresponding wave amplitude. Thus, for each test two different
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values are obtained (|F |/A)1,2, which are then compared to the numerical values of the

wave excitation force obtained by WAMIT. Results for the surge force are summarized in

Fig. 5.8. In this figure, the numerical estimations were obtained by WAMIT considering

the mesh described in the previous section. Experimental data is separated in two sets,

corresponding to the two distinct wave frequencies in each test (index 1 for the highest

frequency in the test). The same procedure described in the previous section was adopted

here for evaluating the first-order forces: the values presented correspond to an average

between the estimations obtained from time-domain and spectral methods.
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Figure 5.8: First-order excitation force in surge per unit wave amplitude; Numerical and
experimental results. Values in real-scale.

The agreement between numerical and experimental values is quite reasonable overall,

although some larger discrepancies are observed for tests for which one component of

the bichromatic wave has a period of 7.8 seconds, when experimental values seem to be

somewhat amplified.

The good agreement observed for the first-order forces indicates that the wave diffrac-

tion model was indeed able to reproduce the hydrodynamic forces on the fixed model,
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although disregarding any sort of viscous effects. This also corroborates the expectation

that the small wave amplitudes adopted for the tests would be sufficient to restrict the

magnitude of the viscous effects.

The comparisons for the second-order low frequency forces are presented separate for

the three different values of δω considered in the tests. Therefore, Figs. 5.9-5.11 compare

numerical and experimental estimations of the 2nd order forces for tests with δω of 0.15,

0.24 and 0.34 rad/s, respectively. Experimental values in these figures (blue markers)

correspond to the average (AV) values of forces presented in Table 5.2, now divided

by the quadratic product of amplitudes of the wave components in each bichromatic

test (F2(−)/A1 A2). Numerical predictions (red markers) correspond to the values of

the quadratic transfer function in surge obtained with WAMIT for the same pairs of

frequencies (ω1, ω2). The results are expressed in terms of the period of the first wave

component in each test (T1).

Figure 5.9: Second-order low-frequency excitation force in surge per wave amplitude
squared. Numerical and experimental results. Tests with δω = 0.15 rad/s.

For the sake of comparison, not only the numerical results for the fixed model are

presented (FIX WAM, red markers), but also those predicted for the free floating platform

(FLO WAM, white markers). For generating these later results, the same numerical mesh
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Figure 5.10: Second-order low-frequency excitation force in surge per wave amplitude
squared. Numerical and experimental results. Tests with δω = 0.24 rad/s.

was used for solving the free-floating problem, and a damping corresponding to 6% of

the critical was introduced for each degree of freedom, in order to avoid the influence of

over predicted first-order motions near the resonance frequencies. No external mooring

stiffness was introduced in this case, as the effects of the catenary mooring system on the

1st order motions and, consequently, on the second-order drift loads were supposed to be

unimportant.

With respect to the results above, the main focus should remain on the agreement

obtained for the lower value of the frequency difference (Fig. 5.9, for δω = 0.15 rad/s).

Concerning the slow-drifts in surge, these are the forces that oscillate with a frequency

close to the resonance frequency predicted for the moored platform and, therefore, should

have the largest effect on the slow-drifts of the FOWT.

It should be observed that the trend observed for the measured forces is, in general,

well reproduced by the numerical model, with forces increasing for lower wave periods

as a result of the larger diffraction effects on the structure. Nonetheless, and keeping in

mind that the experimental values are not free from uncertainties, one may also realize

that the numerical model seems to under estimate to some extent the forces measured in

the tests, particularly within the diffraction range, and that this behavior seems to persist
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Figure 5.11: Second-order low-frequency excitation force in surge per wave amplitude
squared. Numerical and experimental results. Tests with δω = 0.34 rad/s.

also for the larger values of δω (Figs. 5.10, 5.11).

An evaluation concerning the application of Newman’s approximation (discussed in

previous sections) was also made. For this, the low-frequency forces were calculated

based on the mean-drift results obtained from WAMIT’s first-order solution for the fixed

(captive) body, according to the approximation described in Eq.(5.4). As the error in

Newman’s approximation is known to increase with (δω)2, only the lowest value of fre-

quency difference was considered in the comparison. Fig. 5.12, summarizes the results,

comparing the experimental values with those previously presented with the QTF calcu-

lations and also with the values obtained from the consideration of Eq.(5.4) (NEW WAM,

green markers).

It can be noticed that by considering this approximation the underestimation of the

forces results far more pronounced. Therefore, although the tests do consider a δω slightly

above the one predicted for the resonance in surge drift, results indicate that the applica-

tion of Newman’s approximation for this relatively low resonant period (around 60 seconds

in real-scale) is not recommended.

It is this candidate’s opinion that the results presented in this section may serve as
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Figure 5.12: Second-order low-frequency excitation force in surge per wave amplitude
squared; Tests with δω = 0.15 rad/s; Numerical results from QTFs (FIX WAM) and
Newman’s approx. (NEW WAM); Values in real-scale.

an alert to the designer concerning the numerical estimations of the slow-drift forces on

this type of structure, but it must also be reminded that their implications concerning

the slow-drift motions of the moored system cannot be assessed easily. First, it must be

observed that the diffraction effects in the captive model tests are intensified with respect

to the situation when the structure is free to float. The differences observed between the

numerical results obtained with the fixed (FIX WAM) and floating model (FLO WAM)

in Figs. 5.9-5.11 provide an indication of the sensible reduction in the diffraction effects.

This may have implications on the accuracy of the numerical predictions regarding the free

floating condition. Furthermore, taking into consideration the scenario for the mooring-

system design, it should be reminded that the wave periods that will have the largest

influence on the slow-drifts will depend on the design sea conditions. The energy of the

wave group spectra and the dynamic response of the moored system will ultimately define

the range of wave periods that will dominate the slow-drift motions. The larger these

periods are, the less significant the diffraction effects will be on the resonant dynamics.

Both considerations above stress the importance of complementary verifications, in-

volving tests with a small-scale model in moored conditions. As already mentioned, a
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second verification step with tests of the model restrained by means of a soft-mooring

system are planned to be executed for measuring mooring loads and excursions not only

in bichromatic waves but also in sea conditions. The additional results will allow extend-

ing the analysis to conditions closer to the operational one and help investigate whether

the trends observed in the case of the fixed structure persist.

5.8 Summary of this chapter

The design of the catenary mooring system of a semi-submersible offshore structure com-

monly makes use of the wave induced forces estimated by means of potential diffraction-

radiation codes. For the design of systems of large displacement that operate in deep

water, it is normal practice to consider mean and slow-drift effects based on second-order

calculations or even on approximations based exclusively on the results coming from the

linear solution. Although an experimental verification of the slow-drift forces is difficult

to obtain, the good reproduction that is usually obtained with time-domain simulations

of the excursions measured in ocean basin tests endorse the adequacy of the methodology.

For smaller structures, such as the floaters of a semi-submersible FOWT turbine, the

same approach is often considered for modeling the hydrodynamics in waves. In this case,

however, the lower resonance periods of the drifts combined to the more restricted water

depths pose a more difficult problem, and the procedure should, at least, be subjected

to some verification. Moreover when design-level uncertainties regarding the slow-drift

predictions are large enough to have a relevant impact on the mooring-system design, as

shown in the case considered herein.

For a more detailed investigation on the numerical estimations of the slow-drift forces

of the HiPRWind platform, an experimental campaign composed of two different stages

was envisaged. In this chapter, the results from the first stage, involving only captive

(fixed) model tests in bichromatic waves have been presented. Although not reproducing

the more realistic scenario, these tests allowed a preliminary verification of the numerical

model based directly on the forces measured on the structure. The load signals were

decomposed and the amplitude of the forces that oscillate in different frequencies was

obtained and compared to the numerical predictions.

In general, the results showed that, although the main trend in the behavior of the

second-order forces is well captured by the numerical predictions, some under prediction
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of the experimental values is visible. The gap between experimental and numerical results

is more pronounced when Newman’s approximation is considered, making use exclusively

of the mean drift forces calculated in the first-order solution.

It should be observed that the trends observed in the fixed model test may change

when the body is free to float, and the impact that eventual errors in the estimation of

the second-order forces may have on the mooring system depends on the characteristics of

the sea conditions that will ultimately impose the maximum loads on the mooring lines.

Nevertheless, the preliminary results obtained in this research do confirm that a more

detailed investigation of the methods adopted for the estimation of the nonlinear wave

forces on the FOWT would be welcome and may provide some further guidance for the

design of such systems.



Chapter 6

Conclusions

6.1 Conclusions

Two pivotal selected topics in the Hydrodynamics of a semi-submersible offshore wind

turbine, namely heave damping and second order surge motions, have been discussed in

the present thesis.

The considered platform is a design developed during HiPRWind EU project. It

is composed of three cylindrical legs linked together by a set of structural braces. The

cylinders provide buoyancy and restoring forces and moments. Large circular heave plates

have been attached to their bases. A large scale model of the leg has been built. The

final dimensions of the specimen (one meter diameter discs) make it, to the candidate’s

knowledge, the largest for which data has been published. The model design allows for

the fitting of either a plain solid heave plate or a flapped reinforced one; both have been

built. The latter is a model scale reproduction of the prototype heave plate and includes

some distinctive features, the most important being the inclusion of a vertical flap on its

perimeter.

Forced heave oscillation tests have been conducted for a range of frequencies and

amplitudes, with both the solid plain model and the vertical flap one. Forces have been

measured, from which added mass and damping coefficients have been obtained. These

are necessary to accurately compute time-domain simulations of mooring design. The

coefficients have been compared with literature, and potential flow and CFD predictions.

In order to provide information for the structural design of the platform, pressure

measurements on the top and bottom side of the heave discs have been recorded and

119
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pressure differences analyzed.

In addition, in order to conduct a detailed investigation on the numerical estimations

of the slow-drift forces of the HiPRWind platform, an experimental campaign involving

captive (fixed) model tests in bichromatic waves has been carried out. Although not

reproducing the more realistic scenario, these tests allowed a preliminary verification

of the numerical model based directly on the forces measured on the structure. The

load signals were decomposed and the amplitude of the forces that oscillate in different

frequencies was obtained and compared to the numerical predictions.

The following outcomes can be enumerated:

1. Damping and added mass coefficients show, on one hand, a small dependence with

frequency and, on the other hand, a large dependence with the motion amplitude,

which is coherent with previously published research.

2. Measurements with the prototype plate, equipped with the vertical flap, show that

damping drops significantly when comparing this to the plain one. This implies

that, for tank tests of the whole floater and turbine, the prototype plate, equipped

with the flap, should be incorporated to the model.

3. Added mass values do not suffer large alterations when comparing the plain plate

and the one equipped with a vertical flap.

4. A conservative damping coefficient equal to 6% of the critical damping can be con-

sidered adequate for the prototype heave plate for frequency domain analysis. A

corresponding drag coefficient equal to 4.0 can be used in time domain simulations

to define Morison elements.

5. When comparing to published data, some discrepancies in added mass and damp-

ing coefficients for the solid plain plate have been found. Explanations have been

suggested, focusing mainly on differences in thickness ratio and distance to the free

surface, and eventual scale effects.

6. Time-periodic responses in the pressure time histories have been identified. They

include, mainly for top side sensors, high frequency components.
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7. Pressures on the plate equipped with the vertical flap are similar in magnitude to

those of the plain plate, even though substantial differences are present close to the

edge, where the flap induces a larger pressure difference in the reinforced case.

8. The maximum pressure difference scales coherently with the force equivalent to the

acceleration of the added mass, distributed over the disc surface.

9. Added mass coefficient values predicted with the potential solver (WADAM) are

not accurate enough. The used solver does not contemplate modeling thin plates

with doublets. The relatively low accuracy of the results highlights the importance

of these elements when performing potential flow simulations of offshore platforms

which include thin plates.

10. For the full CFD solver (Ansys CFX), the accuracy of the computations is found

reasonable for the plain plate. Such accuracy diminishes for the disc equipped with

a vertical flap, an expected result considering the greater complexity of the flow.

11. In regards to second order effects, in general, the results showed that, although

the main trend in the behavior of the second-order forces is well captured by the

numerical predictions, some under prediction of the experimental values is visible.

The gap between experimental and numerical results is more pronounced when

Newman’s approximation is considered, making use exclusively of the mean drift

forces calculated in the first-order solution.

12. It should be observed that the trends observed in the fixed model test may change

when the body is free to float, and the impact that eventual errors in the estimation

of the second-order forces may have on the mooring system depends on the char-

acteristics of the sea conditions that will ultimately impose the maximum loads on

the mooring lines. Nevertheless, the preliminary results obtained in this research do

confirm that a more detailed investigation of the methods adopted for the estima-

tion of the nonlinear wave forces on the FOWT would be welcome and may provide

some further guidance for the design of such systems.

6.2 Future work

A number of future research ideas spring from the present work, namely:
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1. Investigate, using CFD analysis, the origin of lower damping values in the prototype

disc, equipped with a vertical flap.

2. Investigate, in order to explain the differences between previously published data

and present results, scale effects and shape influence on heave plates hydrodynamics.

3. Conduct CFD analysis of the pressure registers, investigating the origin of the non-

linearities found, eventually linking them to hydrodynamic forces with high fre-

quency harmonics.

4. Improve the damping properties of the prototype plate by displacing the edge ver-

tical flap towards the the plate center in order to induce more vortex shedding.

5. Having an accurate estimation of the total damping for a range of KCs is important

for the definition of equivalent quadratic Morison elements and for effectively tuning

their intensity. With such a tuning, these elements can be incorporated to the

geometrical heave plate in order to mimic the damping properties of the plates

when conducting a time domain analysis for mooring computation. Details and

validation of such tuning procedures are left for future research.

6. Future research effort should be dedicated to understand the tendencies in the drag

coefficient for the flapped reinforced configuration, which present significant differ-

ences with respect to the plain one, as discussed in the thesis.

7. In regards to second order motion, free floating tests need to be conducted and

analyzed, including motion decay and regular, irregular and bichromatic waves.

As a final remark, we hope this research can benefit the offshore wind industry in improv-

ing the hydrodynamic design of the semi-submersible concept.
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